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A. INTRODUCTION

General

1. The present paper is intended to provide background information for
use by the Cotton Textiles Committee in connexion with the seventh annual
review of the operation of the Arrangement Regarding International Trade
in Cotton Textiles and the discussions under Article 8(d) regarding the
future of the Arrangement.

2.. Following a brief summary of the main findings, the paper takes up
developments in the cotton textile sector under four main headings:

I Cotton Textiles - Production Trends

II Trends in Trade.

III Changes in the Cotton Textile Industry

IV Measures taken for facilitating adjustments in the Cotton
Textile Sector

The statistical data which are at the base of the information included under
headings I to III, are grouped by subject matter in the accompanying
Appendix COT/W/115/Add.1; Addendum 2 containers a country-by-country
abstracts on developments in the cotton textile sector, together
with any general observations on this subject, which participating countries
supplied in response to the questionnaire (COT/W/110), while Addendum 3

contains the statistics supplied by IFCATI.

Methods used and sources of information

3. The paper covers, in general, the period 1962 to 1968, i.e. starting with
the year when the Arrangement entered into operation. Wherever possible,
statistics have also been included for 1960. As in "A Study on Cotton
Textiles", also prepared for the Cotton Textiles Committee and published in
1966, the analysis relates mainly to developments in the thirty-two countries
and territories now participating in the Arrangement. In recent years,
these countries have accounted for almost three-fifths of world cotton
textile production and nearly four fifths of world exports of cotton textiles
and cotton clothing. Unless otherwise indicated, the grouping of countries,
concepts, definitions and methods throughout this paper are the same as
those used and explained in the published Study.

1A paper summarizing action, under the provisions of Articles 2, 3, 4
and 6 of the Arrangement, taken by participating countries since the sixth
annual review was held, has been circulated as COT/W/114.
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4. Unless otherwise noted, the information included in this paper and in the
Statistical Appendixes has been derived from submissions received from participating
countries in accordance with the regular statistical reporting procedure established
by the Cotton Textiles Committee, and from the replies to a questionnaire on
adjustments in the cotton textiles industry (COT/W/110) sent to both importing and
exporting countries participating in the Arrangement. The paper also incorporates
data compiled for the GATT secretariat by the International Federation of Cotton
and Allied Textiles Industries (IFCATI) from its member associations and
correspondents in the different countries. This materil up-dates a part of the
statistics furnished by IFCATI to the secretariat for inclusion in "A Study on
Cotton Textiles". It is reproduced in Addendum III. The valuable
help rendered by IFCATI in collecting the industry data required for the pre-
paration of this paper, and also the assistance given by the International Cotton
Advisory Committee in supplying advance data on mill consumption of the different
apparel fibres in 1968, are gratefully acknowledged.

5. It might be noted that, in a number of respects, the quality of the data may
vary considerably from country to country and sometimes from year to year on
account of differences in definitions, completeness of coverage, changes in types
and qualities of textiles produced which might not be reflected in some of the
conversion factors, .the .increasing importance of. blends of different fibres, and
the effect which changes in blends and blend.. ratios can have for the allocation
of a product in one statistical category or another. Caution is, therefore,
indicated in using the data for inter-temporal and particularly inter-country
comparison. All of the data are subject. to the limitations and qualifications
set out in the General Note preceding the Statistical Appendix and to the additional
qualifications attached to the individual statistical tables. The data are subject
to revision as and when more recent and complete figures.becomeavailable and in
the light of any corrections or amendments that participating countries might
notify.
B. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Developments in production
6. In the period 1962-1968, production of cotton yarns by all participating
countries increased by 4.5 per cent. In .Group I,it declined by 6 per cent,
all countries belong, to the group registering a decline except Australia,
Finland and the United States. In Japan and Poland it increased by 10 and an
estimated 20 per cent, respectively. In Group II, production of cotton yarns
increased by 19 per cent.

7. In the same period, production of cotton fabrics by all participating
countries decreased by 3 per cent. In Group I, the decrease was by

As of 1 5 September 1969, replies to the questionnaire had been received
from all of the Group I countries; except Denmark, and from six of the Group II
countries, namely India, Hong Kong., Pakistan Republic of China, Republic of Korea
and Turkey.

2All references te charges in production relate to volume.
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13.5 per dent, Japan recorded a decrease by
11

per cent while in Poland
production. appears to have remained unchanged. In Group II, production of
cotton fabrics increased by about 16 per cent.

8. Particularly for Group I countries, these data tend to understate the
level of activity in the cotton textile sector. In 1967, yarns and fabrics
produced in the sector but not classifiable as cotton textiles constituted
each about one third of the sector's total output in Group I countries. In
Japan, these yarns and fabrics accounted for an even higher proportion of the
sector's output, about one half in the case of yarns and about.40 per cent
in the case of fabrics. In the Group II countries, yarns and fabrics not
classifiable as cotton yarns and fabrics represent generally less than
10 per cent of the sector's output. In all participating countries, production
of these yarns and fabrics has been increasing considerably more rapidly than
the output of cotton textiles proper.
Developments in trade
9. While exports of textiles and clothing of all fibres from all participating
countries increased in value by two thirds between 1962 and 1968, exports by
these countries. of cotton textiles and clothing increased by only one third.
In Group I, cotton textile and clothing exports .increased by 21 per cent, all
countries belonging to that group recording increases except the United Kingdom.
Japan's exports declined by 14 per cent while available data on Poland indicate
an increase by about. three quarters. Exports by Group II countries rose by
96 per cent, increases being recorded by virtually all of the countries belonging
to that group..

10. A review by product categories indicates that, while by weight exports of
all participating countries o cotton fabrics showed a marginal decline between
1962 and 1968, they registered a small increase, plus 3 per cent, in terms of
value. Exports of cotton yarns showed an increase of 41 per cent in value and
65 per cent in volume; a major export expansion occurred in the more highly
processed products, made-up and miscellaneous cotton textiles, and cotton
clothing.

11. The value of exports by all participating countries of made-up and
miscellaneous cotton textiles increased by an estimated 125 per cent. Exports
by Group I countries advanced by about 85 per cent and in Group II, their amount
almost trebled; Japan' s exports of made-up and miscellaneous cotton textiles
more than doubled during that period.

12. Exports of cotton clothing by all participating countries increased in
value by 82 per cent. In Group I the increase was by 107 per cent, in Group II
by 93 per cent while exports by Japan showed a 25 per cent increase.

13. Between 60 to 80 per cent of cotton textile and clothing exports by
Group I countries combined, depending on the categories involved, entered their
mutual trade. In Japan's exports of cotton textiles, the proportion shipped to
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Group I countries increased substantially while in cotton clothing exports
the proportion of shipments to that destination remained practically unchanged.
In the cotton textile exports by Group II countries, the proportion ofyarns
shipped to Group I actually declined since 1962, it remained unchanged in
respect of cotton fabrics and showed an increase in cotton clothing.

14. Total imports of cotton textiles and clothing by the Group I countries
increased in the period1962-1968 by 47 per cent in value as against a
90 per cent increase in the value of these countries imports ofother textile
items. The corresponding rates of average annual increase are 6.6 and
11.3 per cent. In comparison, the growth of all manufactured imports into
industrial countries proceeded in this period at an average annual rate of
13.4 per cent. Imports by Group I countries of cotton textiles and clothing
from Group II countries incrased in value. by nearly three, quarters, and the
corresponding imports of Japanese origin by 30 per cent.

15. As on the export side, it was again the imports of categories containing
the more highly processed cotton products that expanded most rapidly, the
categories of textile semi-manufacres showing only moderate increases. Imports
of clothing by Group Icountries from all sources indcreased by 81 per cent;
in contrast, imports of cottonyarns increased by 50 per cent and those of
cotton fabrics by only 26 per cent (both measured in volume).

16. The ratio of imports to domestic availability (= production plus imports
minus exports) of cotton yarns in Group I countries taken together increased
from 3 per cent in 1962 to 5 per cent in 1968. The same ratio calculated for
imports from Group II countries alone increased from 1 to 2 per cent.

17. In cotton fabrics, the ratio of imports to domestic availability in Group I
countries taken together increased from. 12.5 per cent in 1962 to17. per. cent
in 1968. For imports from Group II countries alone, the ratio went up from
4.5 to 7 per cent..
Changes in the indusyr: -
18. As to the adjustments taking place in the industry, data on changes in the
machine.park of the cotton textile industry show an increase by 1.5.per cent
irllthe number of spindles in place in a'1 participating countries in 1967 as
against 1962j and e decline in thenumber of looms by 5 për cent. All of the
countries belonging tà Group , wîth the exception of Australia and the
United States, -registered decreases in spindleage ranging from 6 to 53 per cent.
Japan also recoreed a decrease in the number of spindIë in place. Increases
in the number of spindles were, on the other hand, recorded by Poland and by
all of the. Group II countries except Spain..All of the Group countries1
shôwed decreases i the number oa looms, ranging from 12'to 48 per cent. In
Poland, the numbein of. oniGS pl1ce was unchanged and ià Japan it was I per cent
above thc- 1962 level. All of the Group II countries, except Greece, Israel and
Mein o, showcda higher numberaof looms iii 1967 than in 1962..

The statement may not cover Denmark for which country no data were
received.
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19. Employment in the cotton textile industry in 1967 was..below the 1962 level1in all of the Group I countries except Australia and way where it remained
unchanged. In the Group II countries in Europe the decreases ranged between
27 and 35 per cent, while Canada and the United States registered decreases of
about 8 and 9 per cent, respectively In the Group I countries employment in
the cotton sector in 1970 is expected to remain stationary at best, as compared
with 1968, or to show a further decline.

20. In the Group I countries there has been a general tendency towards the
concentration of productive capacity into fewer firms and individual producing
units. A significant number of mill closures over the period 1960-1968 were
reported by the United Kingdom, all of the EEC countries, Austria, Sweden and
Canada.

21. The data on productivity developments indicate a significant advance made
by the Group I countries; in this group, labour productivity in the cotton
textile industry was generally advancing at a rate considerably above the
average for manufacturing as a whole. The data available from IFCATI indicate
a simïlar development in machine productivity in the Group I countries.
Machine productivity has also grown in the Group II countries but on the whole
markedly less so than in Group I.

Adjustment assistance measures

22. Most of the industrial countries have provisions under existing legislation
for assisting structural adjustments in their industries. While the cotton
textile industry can avail itself of these general provisions, its not clear
to what extent it has in fact benefited from the various adjustment assistance
measures available to it.

23. Apart from these adjustment assistance measures available to industry
generally, France, Japan, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom operate
measures designed specifically to facilitate adjustments in their respective
cotton textile industries, or the textile sector in general.

24. Specific measures, or additional measures designed specifically to assist
adjustment in the textile sector, are reported to be under active consideration
in Italy, the Federal Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom and Austria.

The statement may not cover Denmark for which country no data were
received.
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PART I TRENDS IN PRODUCTION

Mill Consumption of Apparel Fibres

25. Overall mill consumption of the major industrial apparel fibres, while not
directly indicative of the composition or value of the textile industry' s
output or of the profitability of a specific branch of a country's textile
industry, may normally be used as a rough yardstick for measuring the level of
the first stages of textile industry activity.

26. World mill consumption of cotton, wool and man-made fibres is estimated
to have increased over the period 1962 to 1968 by almost 5.0 million tons or
approximately 33per cent. For cotton, the increase amounted to about 1.6 million
tons or 16 per cent, for the man-made fibres to approximately 3.3 million tons
or 85 per cent, while world consumption of wool advanced by only 4 per cent.
or about 60 thousand tons. The respective shares of cotton, wool and man-made
fibres in estimated world mill consumption of apparel fibres were 64, 10 and
26 per centin 1962 and 56, 8 and 36 per cent in 1968.

27. These overall figures hide significant differences in the trends of
production in different countries and regions. While for the world as a whole
mill consumption of cotton registered an increase-ever the period 1962 to 1968,
it went down in all of the Group I countries, the total decrease in these
countries over the period under review amounting to some 200 thousand tons or
about 6 per cent. It may be noted, however, that mill consumption of all
fibres in these countries increaed by about 28 per cent. By contrast, mill
consumption of cotton in the Group II countries in 1968 was about 20 per cent,
or some 430 thousand tons, higher than in 1962. For the Group I countries as a
whole the decrease in mill consumption of cotton would have been much larger
were it not for the fact that the United States, which accounts for about tree
fiiths of mill consumption of cotton in the Group, recorded only a small decrease
of about 2 per cent, as compared with 12 per cent in the EEC, 10 per cent in the
United Kingdom and declines in the range of 3 to 33 per cent in the remaining
Group I countries. In the Group II countries, on the other hand, the increase
in the Group total was held down by the fact that India, which accounts for
about twofifths of the Group's total miIl consumption, showed only a modest
4 per cent increase. However, even in the Group II countries the rate of
increase in mill consumption of cotton has been slowing down in recent years.

28. In Japan - unlike in the Group I countries where the downward-trend in mill
consumption of cotton has been evident for a number of years - mill consumption
of cotton in 1968 was 13 per cent above the 1962 level which, in turn, was 2 per
cent above the level reached in 1960. However the increases in mill consumption
of cotton in Japan and in the Group II countries notwithstanding, the increase
of 5 per cent recorded for all participating countries in the period 1962 to
1968 leaves no doubt that the bulk of the increase in world cotton consumption
in recent years is mainly due to countries not members of the Arrangement, in
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particular to the Eastern European countries, the USSR and mainland China. The
latter group of countries accounted for about three fifths of the total increase
in estimated world mill consumption of cotton over the period 1962 to 1967.1

29. With respect to man-made fibres,. developments in individual groups of
countries were more homogeneous. With probably only one exception, the UAR,
industry consumption of man-made fibres registered everywhere important
increases. It must be noted, however, that the figures available for the man-
made fibres relate to net availability (production of man-made fibre staple and
filament yarn plus imports. minus exports) rather than to mill fibre consumption.
Changes in net availability may understate or overstate changes in mill
consumption by the amount of change in stocks, an increase in stocks being more
likely in periods of rapid growth of man-made fibre production. The recent
years have been such a period. Nonetheless, data on net availability are
normally a better indicator of trends in the level of mill usage of man-made
fibres than the fragmentary data directly available on mill consumption of man-
made fibres.

Production of Cotton Yarns and Fabrics

30. World production of cotton yarns in 1968 was approximately 10 per cent
above that of 1962 while in the production of broadwoven cotton fabrics, the
corresponding increase was of the order of 3 per cent, the peak in cotton
fabric production having been reached in 1964/65.

31. Production of cotton yarns proper was lower in 1968 than in 1962 in all of
the Group I countries,2 except Australia, Finland and the United States, the
volume of production in the latter country being 1 per cent higher than in 1962,
as a result of substantial increases in 1964 and 1965 and a continuous decline
in the three succeeding years. In Japan, production of cotton yarn in 1968
showed an increase of 10 per cent as compared with 1962; and in Poland, 19 per
cent. In the Group II countries, output of cotton yarn increased everywhere
between 1962 and 1968, the increase in most cases being 30 per cent or more,except
in India which showed an increase of 12 per cent, and in Mexico where the pro-
duction increase was only 4 per cent.3

of Cotton World Statistics, Quartely Bulletin of Statistics, April 1969,
ICAC, pages 137 to 144.

country-by-country detail, see the Appendix Tables 1/3 and 1/5.
3A substantial drop in Mexico's output occurred in 1968, while in 1967 the

production index (1962 = 100) stood at 135.
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TABLE 2

PRODUCTION OF COTTON YARN AND FABRICS

(in '000 metric tons)

Note: Data available on production of fabrics are not always strictly
comparable with data on production of yarns as the statistical
coverage of the weaving sector, particularly where weaving is
performed by very small units: is often less complete than
coverage of the spinning sector.

Source: Subrnissions by participating countries, ICAC, and secretariat
estimates. See notes to Tables I/3 and I/5, which contain
cotton yarn and fabric production data for the years 1960 to
1968 for each of the participating countries.
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32. For woven cotton fabrics, in both 1967 and 1968, production was significantly
below the 1962 level in Japan, in allof the Group I countries except Australia
and Finland, while in Norway - a relatively small producer of cotton fabrics -
output in 1967/68 was about the same as in 1962. Production in Poland also did
not show any significant advance. In the Group II countries production appears
to have grown rapidly everywhere, except in Spain - where it decreased - and in
Israel and the Republic of Korea which recorded only relatively slow growth, their
man-made fibre fabric production advancing rapidly however.

Overall Production Trends in the Cotton Sector

33 Over the years, the use of man-made fibres in cotton spinning and weaving
has grown more rapidly than mill consumption of cotton.2 On the average, almost
one third of the 1967 volume of output in the cotton spinning sector of Group I
countries consisted of yarns that could not be classified as cotton yarns; the
proportion had been approximately one sixth in 1962. The extent of man-made fibre
penetration in cotton spinning, measured by the proportion of cotton yarns in the
total output of the cotton spinning industry, seems to be particularly large in
the United States, Austria, the United Kingdom, Belgium, the Federal Republic of
Germany and Norway. In Japan, about one half of 1967 output of cotton system
spinning consisted of yarns not classifiable as cotton yarns, up from some 40 per
cent in 1962. In the Group II countries, the share of non-cotton yarns in the
output of cotton system spinning is still only modest, generally below 10 per
cent, except in Israel, China (Taiwan) and Spain, where it ranges between 15 and
20 per cent, and probably also in the. Republic of Korea.3

34. Similarly, broadwoven fabrics not classifiable as cotton produced in the
cotton weaving sector of the Group I countries in 1967 accounted, on the average,
for about one third of total output of that sector, the proportion having been
less than one fourth in 1962. In Japan, non-cotton fabric production in what
might broadly be designated as cotton weaving - the sector being less well
defined in Japan than, for instance, in Europe - accounted for some 40 per cent
or une sector's 1967 output. In the Group II countries, the proportion was
again generally below 10 per cent except in Portugal, Spain, China. (Taiwan) and
probably also in the Republic of Korea.4

See Table I/5.
2 For details, see Tables J and K in Addendum 3.

3See Table I/4.
4
See Table I/6.
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55. The growing proportion of yarns and fabrics not classifiable as cotton in
total output of cotton spinning and weaving mills has several causes. First,
the availability and variety of man-made fibres suitable for blending with
cotton has rapidly increased in recent years. Second, a gradual shift from
cotton/cellulosic fibre blends to synthetic/cotton blends has generally increased
the proportion of products which, under the established definitions (a product
being defined by predominating fibre content), are not classifiable as cotton
textiles.1 Third, where the industry's total output has been stagnating or
contracting, the pure-cotton items usually suffered most. The last-mentioned
development is generally regarded to be the result not only of a shift in
consumer preferences but also of certain cost-economies inherent in processing
man-made fibres and fibre blends rather than pure cotton, on the latest models
of high-speed machinery.

36. Despite increased utilization of man-made fibres, however, the cotton
textile industry in most Group I countries has not been able to keep pace with
the production of all textiles. Indeed, in most Group I countries the volume
of production, not only of yarns and fabrics classifiable as cotton, but of all
yarns and fabrics produced in the cotton textile sector, tends to stagnate.
In both 1966 and 1967, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, the Federal Republic
of Germany, the EEC as a group, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom recorded
a level of yarn production (from all fibres) in the cotton sector that was
below the mark for 1962. With respect to total fabric production in the cotton
sector, the same holds true for Denmark, France, the Federal Republic of
Germany, Italy, the Netherlalds, the EEC as a group, Norway, Sweden and the
United Kingdom. In Group I countries showing increased production in the
cotton sector, the increase was generally much smaller than that recorded for
all textiles. The main exceptions in Group I are Australia and the United States
where fabric production in the cotton sector expanded in step with, or slightly
ahead of, fabric production generally.

37. Statistics of production of all yarns and fabrics in the cotton sector for
1968 are not yet available. Some output increases in this sector in the Group I
countries should be expected as levels of overall textile production, which had

1Until a few years ago, the bulk of man-made fibres used in cotton mille
were cellulosic fibres, largely because the synthetic fibre technically most
suitable for blending with cotton, polyester, was relatively expensive and
therefore used more in blends with wool than with cotton. This has changed
in the last two or three years when prices of polyester fibres have declined
to a level at which they can compete with the better quality cottons.

2c.f. also Table I/8.
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been depressed in several of these countries in 1967 and, in a few instances,
also in 1966, were generally higher in 1968. Nonetheless, the production trends
for 1960-1967 for the Group as a whole point to a continuing long-term
contraction in the volume of output in the cotton sector.

38. In Japan, production of all yarn and fabrics in thecotton spinning sector
has continued to progress in recent years, although at an average rate much
below that recorded in the 1950's. In the Group II countries, on the other hand,
with the possible exception of India, production of all fabrics in the cotton
sector has been growing at relatively high rates.

59. Finally, note should be taken of the fact that, in recent years, weaving
generally, not only in the cotton sector, has come under increasing pressure from
other fabric production processes, mainly industrial knitting which has become
one of the most dynamic sectors of the textile industry. In a number of countries,
the expansion of knitting has accounted for a substantial part of the growth in
total fabric production and in several instances even displaced a.part of broad-
woven production. Here, too, the modern high-speed machinery is more effective
in, and increasingly geared to, the proceeding of man-made fibre filaments and
yarns which constittute the bulk of the sector's input. Nonetheless. in the seven
Group I countries for which data on filament and yarn use by the sector are
available, knitting has accounted for a growing proportion of total cotton yarn
consumption; in five cases the consumption of cotton yarn in the knitting sector
as increased between 1962 and 1968, and in two cases it has declined less in

knitting than in cotton weaving.

1For country-by-country details, see Table l/7.
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PART Il TRENDS IN TRADE

General

40. The changes inworld textile output described above were appropriatel
reflected in the composition and direction of world tradetextiles.
Comprehensive and exact statistical time series on cottons share in world trade
in textiles and clothing are not avilable since several not mostimportant
trading countries did no, until recently make the distinction between cotton
and non-cotton items products. Nontheless, such
data as are available leave no doubt as to the main trend. Exports of textiles
and clothing classifiable as cotton products have shared only to a very limited
extent in the overall expansion of textile and clothing exports. As estimated
by the secretariat, worldexports of cotton textiles and clothing combined
increased by only 28 per cent, or some $790 million, in the period 1962,68, as-
compared with an approidmate 85 per cent or $4,700 million increase i . export
o : non-cotton textiles and clothing in the same period. As a resultof" hieeé
trends, cotton's share in world exports of textiles and clothing decreased fro '

an estimated 34 per cent in 1962 t&abuit 26 per c-ent in 1968.

41. The lag of the cotton items behind overall export growth of textiles i,,of
course, party attributable to the rapid increase in recentyeéars of synthetic
fibre production which, though heavily concentrated in the industrial areas is,
nevertheless., sufficiently specialized. to give rise to trade flies ofconsiderable
magnitude both within the industrial areas and between these areas and the
developing regions. The progressive diversification of synthetic fibre
production has also led to a widespread use of synthetic/cotton blonds, i.e. yarns
and fabrics no longer classifiableas cotton textiles, which have been expanding
in world trade considerably more rapidly than the more traditional cotton/
cellulosic blends. Another element contributing to the decline in cotton's share
in total textile and clothing exports is the fact that the most dynamic influence
in the overall export expansion has been clothing, a sector of trade in which
cotton items have traditionally been less important than in textiles proper.
The most rapid increase in the trade in clothing, moreover. has been occurring in
knitwear (SITC 841.4), a product category in which cotton had originally held a.
substantial shares but where it is now rapidly being displaced by man-made fibre-
filaments and yarns. Last but not least, it must, of course, be remembered that
a large portion of trade in cotton textiles and clothing is subject to
quantitative regulation in a number of important import markets, not only in the
industrialized areas but also in many of the developing countries, in the latter
case to shield the development of import substituting cotton textile industries.
Export trends
42. Taking textiles (SITC 65) and clothing (SITC 841) of all fibres, exports-
from all of the participating countries increased by approxiamately 67 per cent,
or $4,785 million over the period, 1962-1968, an annual rate of increase of about
8.9 per cent. All of the participating countries, India being the only exception,
registered an increase in their exports. The Group II countries taken together
almost doubled their exports, the absolute increase amounting to about
$1,160 million, while for the Group I countries as a whole the increase was of the
order of 62 per cent, some $2 900 million andfor Japan 60 per cent, or
$681 million.

1See Table II/1.
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Table 4

APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE AND ABSOLUTE, CHANGE IN THE VALUE 0F EXPORTS OF COTTON
TEXTILES AND CLOTHING OVER THE PERIOD 1962 TO 1968*

Cotton textile and clothing exports

Countries listed in Countries listed inCountries listed Percentage Absolute Countries of the Percentage Absolutethe order of the change the order of the
relativeincrecase or 1961/1962 in change change inrelative increase or 1968/1962 $ millionrelative increase or 1968/1962

decrease in exports decrease in exports
A. INCREASE

1. Pakistan1 657 ! 95.3 17. Netherlands. 50 .. 41.7
2. Republic of Korea. 600 .17.8 18. Italy 47 47.4
3. Finland 331 19.2 19. Israel 2 41 6.1
4. Portugal 174 71.5 20. United States (20) (43,0)
5. United Arab 21. India .2 0 21.3

Republic 155 73.0 22. Germany, F.R. 16 22.4
6. Canada 154 9.7 123, Belgium/
7. Turkey 150 3.0 Luxembourg 8 10.6
8. Spain 144 23.0 24. France 7 13.4
9. Greece 140 7.0

10. Australia 138. 2.9 DECREASE
11. Republic of China 130 38.2 25. Japan. -11 -50.0
12. Sweden 95 16.3 26. Mexico -18 -2.013. Norway 85 3.4 27. United Kingdom -2613. Norway 85 '3 .-26 -42.4
14 Denmark 84 .10.3 Macao
5. Poland 78 18.8 Colombia

16. Hong Kong .67 144.0 Jamaica e

Note: Asa complete statistics on exports of cotton clothing and miscellaneous cotton
articles .are not available for several. countries for 1962, data on overall
exports of cotton textiles and clothing for these countries involve some
element of estimatio . The rates-and t e amount listedrease 1isied should,
therefore, only be regarded as indicators of the order of magnitude involved.
The figures shown, and hence the ranking of co stries, aresubject to change
as and when more accurate data are received.

j
-Ucept Austria. For country-by-country details, see Table II/1.
L
The actual increase, from a $ 1timated-e 4.5 million in 1962 to $109.8 million

in 1968 - almost 660 per cent - auts Pakistea a the hend 'of the, list. The years
1961-1963 were, however, characterized by an unusually low level of cotton yarn
Axorts. assuming that exports of ncotton yar in 1962 w reaat the. seme level as in
1960, export expansion should have been rather more modest about $67 million or
160 per cent.

Cf. footnote 6 to Table II/1.
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43.. In the cotton sector proper, exports of textiles and clothing from all
participating countries combined advanced in the same period from an estimated
$2,020 million to $2,700 million. The increment of about $680 million
corresponds to 34 per cent of exports in the base year or to an average annual
growth rate of 5 .per cent. With the exception of the United Kingdom, Japan and
apparently Mexico, all of the participating countries recorded increases. For
the Group I countries combined the increase was of the order of 21 per cent, or
$220 million, for the Group II countries 96 per cent, or $500 million. Japan
recorded a decrease of 14 per cent, or about $65 million.

44. Out of the overall :incréase of $680 million registered by all participating
countries in 1968 for exports of cotton textiles and cotton clothing,clothing
alone contributed approximately $330 million. Exports of cotton clothing by all
participating countries increased from about $400 million in 1962 to $730 million
in 1968, or by 82 per cent. Exports of cotton clothing from Group I countries
increased by approximately $160 million, or 107 per cent, those from Group II
countries by some $140 million or 93 per cent, and those from Japan showed an
increase of $24 million or 25 per. cent.1

45. Exports of yarns showed more dynamism than those of fabrics. The total
cotton yarn exports by all participating countries advanced from an estimated
$265 million to about $375 million in the period under review, or in terms of
volume from 178,000 to 294,000 tons, the relative increase amounting to 41 per
cent in value and 65 per cent in terms of volume. Within the overall increase
shipments from the Group I countries combined advanced by 7.4 thousand tons or
9 per cent, those from the Group II countries combined, by 121,000 tons or
155 per cent2, while Japan's exports of cotton yarn declined by 12,000 tons or
73 per cent.. As its imports grew substantially at the same time, Japan became
a net importer of cotton yarns in 1967.3
46.. By weight, exports of cotton fabrics from total participating countries,
about 551,000 tons in 1968, were marginally lower than in 1962, the decrease
being of the order of 4,000 tons.. In value, however, these exports increased
from $1,195 million in 1962 to about $1,230 million in 1968 or by nearly 3 per
cent. Group I countries' exports in 1968 fell short of the 1962 level by
40,000 tons (-17. per cent) or by about $ 43 miilion (-7 per cent); Japan
experienced. an even greater drop, by 65,000 tons (-44 per cent) or $99 million
(-30 per cent). Exports from Group II countries, on the other hand, advanced by
almost 100,000 tons (+63 per cent) or about $170 million (+73 per cent) in value;
Poland also registered an export increase4

1For country-by-country details, see Table II/1.
2This large relative increase reflects to some exten the unusually low

level of Pakistan's exports of cotton yarn in the base year, cf. the note to
Table 4 on page 16.

3For country-by-country details,see Table II/2.

4For country-by-country details,see Table II/3.
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47. With respect to exports of Group I countries, it is interesting to note that
grey fabrics were onthe whole less affected than, other fabrics by the contraction
in cotton fabric exports recorded over the period 1962-1968. The share of grey
fabrics in total cotton fabric exports was in fact higher in 1968 than in 1962 in
Australia, Austria, all the EEC countries (if intra-EEC shipments are not taken
into account), Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States.

48. In contrast to the stagnation in exports of cotton fabrics, shipments of
made-up and miscellaneous cotton fabrics from participating countries grew from
an estimated $165 million in 1962 to approximately $370 million in 1968, or an
increase of about 125 per cent. Exports from the Group II countries almost
trebled, reaching about $125 million in 1968, those from Japan more than doubling
(about $4O million in 1968) and Group I countries' exports advanced by about
85 per cent to more than $200 million in 1968.. ..

49. A large part of exports from Group I countries was shipped to other countries
in the-group: about three fourths of the tonnage of cotton yarns; about
three fifths of cotton fabrics and more than three fourths of the value of cotton
clothing shiDped was accounted for by Group I intra-trade in 1968.

50. T>e praportiqn of 196I exports by Group 'I c untries shipped to.Group I
countries was approxima cely 27 per cent in. tton yarns (60 per.cent in 1962),
about 57 per cent in otton fabrics (the.same as in 1962n and 85 per cent i.
cotton clothing, up from about 72 per cent in 1962. The decline in the
proportion of ottoon yarns shipped t Gr.up Icountries occurred despite an
pb olote increase ofaabcut 8,000 tonsGin the volute of Croup Il shipments to
destinations in Group I. .

51. In Jepan, thc re of 1968 exports (1962 percentages in parentheses) to
Group I countries was 16 (1) per cent for cotton yarns, 39 (30) per cent for
cottoo fabrics and 59 (58) per-cent f±r cotton clothing. In the case of.cotton
yarns, ehe increase reflects both a risa in shipments to these countries and a
substantial decrease ir the level of overall cotton yazn shipments. In the
category hf cotton fabrics, on the other band, the increase in Group I's share
in the total is due to the fact that shipments to these countries, registering
an aosolute decline of some 12,000-tçns, or 28 per cent, fell less than shipments
tc other destinalions. In cottongelothing, finalUy, exports goinj to Group I
countries expanded by about 15 million or 27 per cent.;

1Gf. Table I/4.
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Table 5

PERCENTAGE SHARES OF GROUP I, GROUP II AND JAPAN IN COTTON TEXTILE
AND CLOTHING EXPORTS OF TOTAL PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES - 1962 AND 1968

(Total participating countries = 1001)
(Q = export volume)
(V = export value)

I. ."ap.an
9621962

notton yarùs Q 47 31 44 67 9 2
V 55 41 635 5. 10 3

Cotton fabrics
Q 44 37 46

26
15

V 52 47 20 33 27 19

Made-uplaane misce1Iàéous V 65 54 26 34 9 1
Cotton textiles i______

Cotton clothing V 37 43 37 40 24 16

1Where percentages do not add up to 1009 the residual,
due to rounding, represents exports of Poland.

apart fron differences

Tmport trends

52. BeTore the trends revealed by import statistics of the participating
countries are discussed, a methodological difficulty should be noted. In trade
statistics generally, it is seldon possible to achieve a one-to-one correspondence
between data reported by the exporting country and the import statistics on the
receiving end. This difficulty is even greater in statistics on trade in-cotton
textiles and clothing where definitions and classification procedures can differ
between countries, and the amounts of cotton textiles and clothing traded are
often estimated, again by fairly complex procedures, from the value of trade in
textiles and clothing from ail fibres.

Group II JaEa
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53. Imports of all cotton textilesandclothing into the Group I countries grew
from an estimated $1,330 million in 1962 to about $1,960 million in 1968,
i.e. by 47 per cent, which corresponds to an averageannual rate of growth of
6.6 per cent.1In this overall growth, imports originating inGroup Il countries
increased from $346 million to $598 million, i.e. by 73 per cent or at an
average annual rate of 9.7 per cent. The corresponding imports from Japan
increased from $167 million to $219 million, or by 30 per cent.

Table 6

APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE AND ABSOLUTE CHANGE IN THE VALUE OF GROUP I IMPORTSOFCOTTONTEXTILES ANDCLOTHINGOVERTHEPERIOD1962 TO 19681
..... _ . _ . ..... - *.--- 41 * : ..- - ... . .- ..... - .

Cotton textile and clothg imports from, ll sources
_. . .7

Countries1ist4dtâ;the order o0
the relativer1-
decreas inL

..~~~

Percentage
change
1968/62

Absolute
change in
$ mixT

Cpuntri-s liet -.- ----.
in the order of
the relative
inorease.r
decreas/i

5. 55t ' '

Percentage
change
1968/62

Absolute
change in
t uillIon0

1. rnce, (218) (68.1) 9. Norway2 (39) (15.9)
2 It-y <139) . (39.1) 10. United Kgdm (25) -62.9)
3. GeanyFF.R. (87) (130.7) 1. Denmark .16 7.7
4. EZO - Total (87) (312.2) 12. Austral'3 15 16.6
5. Swedee - 69 496 i 6 4.3
6. Belgum/ B

Luxembourg (67) (33-.)
7. United States 55 169.9 14. Canada -8 -9.4-
8. NetherlaAds (42) (41-5) -.

13=1udîng Austria, where the absolute elange i imports of cotton textiles
and çlothing alone le.roughly estingted at 39 per cent.

Increase may be somewhat overstated es the statistics cover to some extent
also non-cott.Jitems w4ch. on average,..ave experienced a.relatively faster
growth rate ta cotton products.

3lmports f.o.b.
Note: The methodological note to Tàb1e 4 also applies to inport statistics for

some of the Group I countries.

Skor country-by-country details, see Table II/5.

.* .. .. .
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54. An examination of the commodity composition of Group I imports of cotton
textiles shows for cotton yarns imports from all sources an increase from
103.7 thousand tons in 1962 to 155.6 thousand tons in 1968, i.e. 50 per cent.1
Imports from participating countries increased from 97,000 tons to 136,000 tons,
or by 40 per cent, while imports from the Group II countries rose from 36,000 tons
in 1962 to 6.9,000 tons in 1968, a rate of increase of 92 per cent. Imports from
Japan increased strongly but were in 1968 still less than 2,000 tons.

55. In cotton fabrics (COT/STAT/Categories B and C only), total Group I imports
from all sources grew from 312.1 thousand tons in 1962 to 394,000 tons in 1968,
or by 26 per cent. Imports fron the Group II countries grew from about 110,000 tons
to 162,000 tons, or by 47 per cent. Group I imports of cotton fabrics from
Japan amounted to about 49,000 tons2in 1962 and to about 38,000 tons in 1968,
i.e. declined by about 23 per cent.

56. Measured from export statistics, the Group I countries absorbed in 1968
(1962 percentages in parentheses) 55 (49) per cent of total cotton fabric exports
of all participating countries, about 57 per cent of total Group II exports
(both in 1968 and in 1962), and 39 (30) per cent of Japanese cotton fabric
exports.

57. Cotton clothing was the most dynamic element in Group I's overall import
growth of cotton items. These imports from all sources advanced from an
estimated $370 million in 1962 to more than $670 million in 1968, or by about
80 per cent, and those originating in Group II countries from an estimated
$137 million in 1962 to $250 million in 1968, or by over 80 per cent. Combined
Group I imports of cotton clothing from Japan advanced from an estimated
$55 million in 1962 to $86 million in 1968, or by 56 per cent.

58. While all of the Group I countries recorded significant increases in the
overall level of cotton textile and clothing imports over the period under review,
there remained significant differences between individual countries in the share
of imports from the Group II countries and Japan.3

1For country-by-country details, see Table II/6.

2For country-by-country details, see Table II/7.

3For country-by-country details, see Table II/5.
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Production and trade

59. Since the coverage of cotton textile statistics varies considerably in degree
between production and trade, between individual product categories in each, and
even more go between countries, a country-by-country comparison of ratios of
trade to production could easily be misleading. For all the Group I countries
combined; however, it can be supposed that these variations will tend to cancel
themselves out so that the resting totals will correctly represent the main
trends of development.

160. On this basis, it will be seen that with respect to both yarns and fabrics,
the increase in imports and the reduction in exports by the Group I countries
combined were not large enough to offset the declines ininternal production.
Between 1962 and 1968, the apparent availability (production plus imports minus
export) of yarns in these countries declined from 3,180 to 3,050 thousand tons,
or by 4 per cent; in fabrics, the decline was from 2,490 to 2,280 thousand tons,
or by 8 per cent.

61. This conclusion must be qualified inasmuch as the general trend in cotton
textile industries, particularly in those of the industrial countries, is
towards the production of lightweight fabrics. Output measurement by weight thus
understates actual production in yards, and even more so, in value.

62. It will also be noted that for the Group I countries on the average, the
ratio of imports to domestic availability of cotton yarns and fabrics, measured
inweight, has increased somewhat but is generally lower than in the case of non-
cotton textiles and, a fortiori, in that of all manufactures. In yarns, imports
accounted for 3 per cent of internal availability in Group I in 1962 and for
5 per cent in 1968; in fabrics, the ratio rose front 12.5 to 16 per cent in the
same period. Taking imports from Group II countries separately, the corresponding
increases would be from 1 to 2 per cent in the case of yarns and from
4 to 7 per cent in that of fabrics.
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PART III - CHANGES IN THE COTTON TEXTILE INDUSTRY1

General

63. The scope of the present paper and the statistical material available to the
secretariat through the questionnaire do not make it possible to carry the

analysis further backwards than 1960. It is, however, important to bear in mind
that the adjustments described in this chapter are in many cases only the most
recent manifestations of a continuous process of adaption of the industry to
changing conditions of demand and competition, new fibre developments, changes
in machine technology, and all the other forces affecting industrial organization
generally. The degree of adjustments required, and the success achieved by 1960
in making the necessary adjustments, might have differed considerably between
individual countries, a fact which would be reflected in their performance
during the period under review.

Changes in the location of machinery

64. Number of machinery installed is often taken as an indication of the
productive capacity of the industry. The size of the machine park alone is, of
course, only a very imperfect yardstick since there exist very wide differences
in the productivity of equipment which, in the case of modern weaving machines
against modern but conventional looms, might be as much as, three to one..
Furthermore, whereas the totals of machinery scrapped usually contain a significant,
though varying, proportion of machines that had been idle for some time before
scrapping, the newly installed machinery is, particularly in the industrial
countries, more productive than machines already in operation. Data on changes
in the machine park can thus provide only a rough idea of the direction and the
magnitude of changes in the industries' equipment aver the period.

1Detailed country-by-country data, abstracted from the replies to the
questionnaire COT/W1l10 are contained in COT/W/1115/Add.2.

2 some of the statistical tables sapplied by IFCATI, set out in
COT/W/115/Add.3,do, however, contain data going back to 1953 and 1939. Aloa,
the published Study, pa. cit. traces developments in the industry, trade and
production over a longer period.
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Table 9

SPINNING AND WEAVINGMACHINERY IN PLACE IN
PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES

(in thousands)

1960 1964 1966 | 167

Spindles Looms Spindles Looms Spindles Looms Spindles Looms

Grou I s50,075 1,019 44,021 878 42,201 ;805 41,501 752

Japan . 13,231 372 12,175' 381 12,555 377 12,6)4 376

Group II 24,797 -489 28,579 494 30,854 532 31,805 537

Total par-
ticipating
countries1 90,104 1,921 86,740 1,797 87,686 1,755 88,006 1,706

1Including Poland.I.
sou:cS. ,tatistics supplied bF ITI.I... -

65. In iercéntàge term the decrease ii the froup I countries in the number o:S
elidpmdt-i4 place at-the e*d of 1967 as compared with the end of 1960 was 17 per
cent oro' pflnpes and 26 per cent fordLms. Jaan recorded a decirase of about
5 per ieet il the nùber of spindles -nstal1ed and * marginal increase in the
nuber of looms. In the Group II countries the number of spindles installed at
the end of 1967 was 28 per cent highuer, than in 1962, while the nmber of looms
showed an increase by 10 par cent.

66. The Group tota]Shide, however, significant differences between participating
countries, as w±11 be seen from Table 10 which ranks countries by the extent of
the increase or decrease in spindles and looms over the years 1960 to 1967.

îar .ountry-by-co=1try detail,.see Tables III/i and III/20
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Table 10

PERCENTAGE INCREASEOR DECREASE OVER THE PERIOD 1960 TO 1967IN THE
NUMBER OF SPINDLES AND LOOMS IN PLACE

(1960. .100,
Spindles

Percentage change
in spindles in

place

INCREASE

Republic of China
Israel
Macao
Hong Kong-.
Republic of Korea--
Pakistan
Colombia

Turkey
India
United Arab R
Greece
Portugal.
Aultrajia
Poland
UniSed $tates

DEOEoSE

117
81

64 .

53.

40
40. . .

39.
25

epublic 25
23
18

7

4
3

Japan
Canada
Italy
Nonray
Spain
Austria
Geriany, F.R.

Total EEC

Belgiun/Luxembourg
France
Finland

Netherlands
Deumark

tede.. . . ..

United Kingdom

- 5
- 6
- 6
-7
- 8

-21
--21

-21

-25
-29
-35
-36
-44

-53

o.

2.
3.
4.

25.

26.

7.

D0

10.

S0

22.
23.

L~4-

15-
26.
â7-
18.

Looms

Percentage change
ià looms in

place
C. ... ..
,N R A . ..-. ;',

Republic of China
Republic of Korea
Hong Kong
Pakïstan - --

b Republ
Turkey
United Ara
India.
pain
Colombia
Portugal
Japan.-.
Poland

DEGBFASE

Meico
Israel
Greece
Australia
Canada
United States
Norway
Denmark
Italy
Finland
France
Belgium/Luxembourg

Tot El3C

Austria
Sweden
United Kingdom
Germany, F.R.
Nether. ns

c

1

1

3

3

-4

-4

-4

-4

)7
27
26
25

.7
5.
4:
3
3
1

anged

3
8'
9
L2
.2
.3
L7
L9

30
3

:4

4

37

53'
Source: Based on IFCATI statistics.

A.2

7 .-
9.-
10.
Il --

12.
13.
14.
15.
B.
16.
17.

J-.

.9.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

uncb
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67. From the replies to the questionnaire COT/W/10 as it relates to the
estimated number o:£ spindles and looms.rn place b"r 1970, it is also clear that
most of the developed countries exe&: tho do,,ard trend to continue while the
Group II countries which sent in replies expect further increases in installed
capan*e ept India: w1ier uio-ppreciabl lin-geiysfLoereBëexi; - ~

r,3.o-ent.
68. Like changes in machinery installed, changes il the làvel of employnient in
-.-th3iïi2trby i:tsei1 are -toV 'siiffcient-lud±oatoreo gz si the productive
capacity. of the industry, in view of the very significant increases in labotir
.produeti ity acchieved almost everywhe3'e as a rebiit o± the increasing speciali-
zation and installation of ever xore efficient machinery, and of more efficient
mnanagement. Nevetheles-s, dat-aq éhârges in employment-rïay be eonsi-dered--
useful indicator of structural changes in the industry.

Table Il

CHARGE IN » 0YME2T OVEI THE PERIOD 1960 TO 1967 IN THE
COTTON TEXTILE OINDU S 0F GROUP I COUNIRIES ,-

* 1196i-1967.
EL960-.1968£.
United States: Employment cotton weaving and f luishing mills only.

Source: Replies to COT/W/l10.

Countries listed -Percentage lang
- ord. of ` change i .:

relative decrease employment thousand employees

Decrease.
1. Sweden .35 4.6

2.- Germany, F.R. ..-34 57.3
3. Netherlands -33 -16.9

4 United Kingdom -32 -103.2

.5 Finland. -3,2 - 2.2

Ital72 .31 - 51.2

7,.BelgiluIaxmb>urg -30. - 96

8; Austria 28 - 6.7

9. France. -27 -

îO0United States3 29: .28.3
I1L Canada . - 1.4

12iAustralia 5- u changed -

13.,Norway ._-_.-_;_1___-_unchanged_-_.
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69. The downward movement in most of the Group I countries contrasts with an
increase in employment in the cotton textile industry in all of the Group Il
countries replying to the questionnaire. Tho increases in the period under
review amounted to 3 per cent (33,000 workers) in India, 20 per cent
(8.6 thousand) in Hong Kong, 31 per cent (or 47,000 in Pakistan1, and 100 per
cent (or 31.8 thousand) in the Republic of China

70. In the Group I countries employment in the cotton textiles sector in 1970
is at best expected to remain stationary or to show a further decline as com-
pared with the 1967/68 level. India expects no appreciable change in cotton
textile industry employment in 1970 as compared with 1968 when employment was,
however, down by 1.5 per cent or 14,000 from its 1967 level. Employment
is expected to register a modest increase in Pakistan and Hong Kong and a more
significant one in the Republic of China and in Turkey.

Concentration in the industry

71. While comprehensive data on the organization of the cotton textile industry
reaching, back over a number of' years and broadly comparable as between countries
are only available for a few of the participating countries the data supplied
in response to the questionnaire leave no doubt as to the main trend which has
everywhere been towards the concentration of productive capacity in fewer firms
and individual producing units.

72. For instance, in the United Kingdom out of about 870 cotton textile mills2
in operation in 1961 only 469 were still in existence in October 1968, a
decrease of about 46 per cent. In France the number of cotton textile mills
decreased from 842 in 1960 to 606 in 1968 and the number of firms from 554 to
399, a contraction of 28 and 39 per cent respectively. In the Federal Republic
of Germany, the number of cotton textile mills went down from 664 in 1960 to
454 in 1968, or a drop by about 32 per cent. In Italy 144 cotton mills closed
their gates over the period 1960-1968, or a rate of decreese of 17 per cent.
In Belgium 17 spinning mills, or 27 per cent of the 1960 number, closed down
over the period 1960 to 1968; a decrease of 27 per cent - 66 mills - likewise
occurring in weaving but over a shorter period, 1960 to 1967. In the
Netherlands 44 mills or 28 per cent of all mills were closed down over the
period 1961 to 1967. In Sweden, the number of mills members of Swedish
Cotton Manufacturers Association, which account for 100 per cent of the cotton
yarn production and 90 per cent of the production of cotton fabrics, decreased
from 13 in 1960 to 10 in 1968.

The changes relate ti the period 1960-1968.
2Spinners, waste spinners, doublers, weavers and finishers.
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No official data on mill closures are available for the United States.
Front such qualitative information as is available it appears, however, that
here too the process of concentration and integration, though maybe at a slower
rate than in the 1950's, has been continuing during the period under review.

Investment

73. While data on gross fixed investment supplied by individual countries in
response to the questionnaire COT/W/110 are not always strictly comparable with
each other on account of differences in definitions used, the figures listed
below should give sone indication of the broad magnitudes of the investment
effort in recent years in the cotton textiles industries of Group I countries.

74. In Europe, the United Kingdom tops the list with an average annual invest-
ment of some $77 million over the years 1960 to 1967 the Federal Republic of
Germany comes next with about $60 million invested annuaIly on the average, in
the same period, followed by Italy, $30.4 million; France, $27.8 million;
the Netherlands, $13.5 million and Belgium, $11 million. In Canada, outlays
for repair expenditure and new production facilities averaged in the same
period to 19.6 million per annum, and investment in the Australian cotton
.textile industry to approximately $6 million per annum. In the United States,
investment incotton weaving and finishing mills alone enounted to approximately
$192 millionannually in the period 1963 to 1967. The relative magnitude of
the investment effort by individual national industries would be better
expressed by investment figures per employee, machine or unit of output in
some base period; unfortunately, the statistics available to the secretaria-
are not internationally comparable in this respect.

75. As might be expected, the heavy outlays incurred by the textile industry
for modernizing the machine park and rationalizing operations has in most
instances been reflected in proved machine and labour productivity, often
sufficiently so to enable the industry to maintain or even expand its production
despite a substantial cutback in the number of employees as well as machines in
operation.

76. However clearly visible as changes in productivity might be on the shop
floor or at the firm level, they are difficult to measure for the industry as a
whole; and even more difficult is the measurement of productivity differentials
between national industries. Not only can the input variables for the calcula-
tion differ on account of differences in definitions used - for example in de-
limitingthe cotton industry or indefining productionn workers" etc.- but in
many cases the type and composition of output of one country's cottontextile
industry may differ significantly from that of another country's industry, for
instance on account of the proportion of light and heavyweight fabrics in
total fabric production. Even apart from any, shortcomings due to often
incomplete statistical coverage and possible discrepancies arising from matching
data from different sources, the productivity statistics included in this
chapter should be regarded with certain caution.
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77. Data supplied in response to the questionnaire show for the United Kingdom.
an increase in labour productivity over the period 1960 to 1968 of 31 per cent
in spinning and 25 per cent in weaving, corresponding to compound annual rates of
increase of 3.4 and 2.5 per cent, respectively. Labour productivity in Belgium
measured in the same manner is reported to have risen by 47 per cent over the
same period in cotton spinning, or by 4.9 per cent annually, and by 57 per cent
in cotton weaving in 1960-1967 which corresponds to an average annual increase
of 6.7 per cent. In Finland, the increase reported for the period 1961-1968 is
44 per cent in spinning and 89 per cent in weaving, or 5.3 and 9.5 per cent
annually. Canada notified an increase in labour productivity in spinning of
18 per cent over the period 1960-1968, i.e. of 2.1 per cent per year, and if
total cotton textile manufacturing is considered, an increase (in constant
dollars) of 31 per cent, or of 3.4 per cent per year, in value added per employee.
In United States cotton weaving mills cutput .per production worker in
constant dollars increased by 36 per cent over the period 1960 to 1966, equi-
valent to a compound annual rate of 5.3 per cent. Italy estimates that labour
productivity in the whole of the cotton textile sector over the period 1960 to
1968 showed an average annual rate of growth of about 5 per cent or a total
increase of about 48 per cent. The productivity increase reported by the
Netherlands, but relating to the whole of its textile industry, is 37 per cent
for the period. 1960 to 1967, corresponding to an annual rate of 4.6 per cent.
The data supplied by the Federal Republic of Germany relate only to machine
productivity in spinning and weaving generally, showing an increase over the
period 1960 to 1967 in yarn production per spindle of 13 per cent and a 60 per
cent higher fabric output (by weight) per loom, or an average annual increase
of 1.8 and 6.9 per cent, respectively.

78. Of the Group II countries, India recorded an increase of about 14 per cent
in yarn production per worker over the period 1960 to l967 and in cloth pro-
duction an increase by about 3 per cent. The Republic of China (Taiwan) reported
Growth in labour productivity by about 10 per cent over the period 1960 to 1968
for both cotton spinning and weaving. Labour productivity in HongKong spinning
mills recorded an increase of 13 per cent over the period 1964 to 1967 and in
weaving an increase of 17 per cent.

79. Heterogeneous and incomparable with each other as the above data may be,
they do show significant increases in labour productivity over the period under
review, particularly so in the Group I countries. With very few exceptions,
labour productivity in the cotton textile industries of these countries increased
at a rate above the average for all manufacturing. The more uniform and com-
prehensive data compiled by IFCATI point in the same direction, showing that
over the period under review average machine productivity increased on the whole
considerably faster in the Group I countries than in Group II.

80. Several mutually compatible explanations oi this phenomenon are possible.
First, the relatively faster increase in average machine productivity in the
Group I countries is, of course, to a very large extent the result of scrapping
redundant equipment. Obviously, there existed more scope in the majority of

1Volume of yarn or fabric output por employee.
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Group I countries for eliminating idle and obsolete equipment than among the
Group II countries whose textile industries are in most cases of a more recent
origin and contained less, if any, idle equipment. Mainly due to their lower
ratio of labour cost to capital cost, the rates of average machine utilization in
Group II countries were already in the base year on the whole higher than those
still current in Europe. Second, it is likely that the general economic conditions
of the Group II countries, in particular the above-mentioned ratio of labour to
capital cost were less conducive to further modernization of their textile
industries by the installation of the most up-to-date high-speed machinery than
the overall economic conditions in the Group I countries where a large part of the
increase in machine efficiency is essentially due to the higher output of the new
equipment being installed. This can be seen from the fact that as bath the cotton
spinning and weaving sectors in most of the Group I countries were, on the whole,
able to maintain a level of output fairly close to that of the ise year and some
even to expand their production in the period 1962 to 1967, thë total number of
spindle and loom hours worked almost everywhere showed a substantial decrease. In
the United States, the total number of loom hours worked aIso showed a decrease,
but total spindle hours worked remained practically unchanged. In the Group II
countries, on the other hand, the increase in the production of yarns and fabrics
in cotton spinnng was virtually everywhere accompanied by an increase in the
total number of spindle and loom hours worked, and in Japan there was a small
increase in total spindle hours worked and a moderate one in total loom hours
worked.
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Table 12

INDEX OF PRODUCTION IN THE COTTON SECTOR OF ALL YARNS AND
FABRICS PER TOTAL SPINDLE AND LOOM HOURS OF MACHINERY

IN PLACE (1960 = 100)

Source: Derived from statistics supplied by IFCATI, cf. also Tables III/3 and
III/4.
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PART IV - MEASURES FOR FACILITATING ADJUSTMENTS IN THE COTTON TEXTILE SECTOR
General

81. The material supplied by participating countries, developed and
developing, inresponse to Part I of the questionnaire, i.e. "Measures for
facilitating Adjustments inthe Cotton Textile Sector" is reproduced in the
Annex to this document. -: :

ef. -_ branaly of_olsis-a ameustment z asures in-devneloped coutries, based
onmiheir subi-sgions, is tgven in the following paragrarhs. With éegard to
deoonpine.c uatfriss,.onnormatiîo has not been recmived froa a sufficient
nlBber of governments to permit a description of the general pattern of
adtietments counhese .eunt ies and-therefore they arle not deat with in
ythi. inalsis

83. The measures taken by the developed countries to facilitate adjustments
in the cotton textile sector can be classified in two broad groups. Firstly,
adjustment measures taken by governments and directed to industry in general
or to the cotton textile industry in pa.ticular In the second place,
strennous efforts made by the cotton textile industry itself to adjust its
production facilities to changes in market conditions.

i Government measures

(a) Gejestmndium=sueatmeaUres

84. In most developed countries, general adjustment measures have been
conyeived bg governments to assist industry generally to improve its
efficiency through, inter alia, re-organization, rationalization., relQcation
af plant and technical and development research. With this end in view,
certain measures have been aimemulat stiilating investments in new
industraes end et rcstructuring existing operations to achieve more efficient
lines of productien. Thesc measures fnclude Linancial assistance as, for
example: granots and lans; guarantee of credit; subsidies for the payment
of interest on private loans; funds to finance rationalization, mergers and
fusions. Investments have been encouraged also by fiscal policy measures in
the forz of tax exemption, rebate and depreciation allowances. Legislation
is available also for improving employment opportunities and facilitating
labour mobility. In addithoi, tecbnîcal ass stance measures have been
designed to help industry to improve its productive aond technlogical
position. The industrial policy pursued by these couantries, s revealed by
replies to the questionnaire, entails no assistance in the form of subsidies
to production or trade.

85. Certain measures exist in Canada and in the United States which provide
aesjstEfcëustrial adjustm,entto ope with the ifficultie i s. encountered
ulta r s ofincreased imports. Canada operates a Generam Adjustnent
AssPstancme Irograme prfviding sor elnsured oans to assist manufact rers to
meet increased impert conpotition. The United States adopted, under the Trade
xansion Act of 1962, a progoamme af financial assistance for both workers

and companies injured by imports engendered by tariff concessions.
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86. The cotton textile industry in these countries can avail itself of
the adjustment measures applicable to industry generally. It is not
always clear whether, and to what extent, general adjustment measures have,
in fact been used in favour of the cotton textile industry, as it is
difficult to separate the consequence of these measures from other inter-
related economic factors and even more difficult to assess precisely their
effects on the volume and direction of investments in the cotton textile
sector. However, it is generally pointed out that these measures and
particularly those providing for tax advantages, adjustment premiums and
equipment credits, have proved beneficial to cotton textile firms which
have made use of them.

87. Most countries lack measures designed specifically to diversify
employment opportunities in areas where cotton textile mills provide an
exceptionally large proportion of total employment. However, mills located
in depressed areas have derived benefit from legislation for economic
development programmes aimed at increasing industrial activity in these
areas. These programmes have made it possible to re-organize such mills or to
convert their activities to different lines of production. In the case of
France and Sweden, as a result of a contraction in the textile industry in
some areas, measures have been taken to facilitate the redeployment of workers
becoming redundant. Training programmes have generally helped the cotton
textile industry by upgrading the scales of labour needed to operate and
maintain the modern sophisticated equipment.

88. In some countries the industry has benefited from government research
programmes or from the activities of State supported textile institutes.
In one country universities are equipped to assist, on an ad hoc basis,
textile firms with certain research and development projects.

89. In a. limited number of cases, however, special factors have prevented
the cotton textile industry from deriving full benefit from, adjustment measures
available under general legislation2. In Austria, for example, it is reported

1lt should be noted, however., that in areas which are predominantly
dependent on the textile industry, such as Lancashire and New England,
the diversification of the industry has been going on for a long time.

2It is of interest to mention a passage in the report commissioned '
by the Textile Council in the United Kingdon on present performance and
future prospects of the cotton and allied, textiles, in which it is stated
that "textile firms have not made full use of the fiscal aids already
provided by the government. Although this is to some extdnt Sue to the fact
that the traditional textile industry is largely situated outside the develop-
ment areas and thus denied the greatest single fiscal aid of high investment
grants, we thmnk nany firms have failed to look at investment opportunities
In a scientific any Lmd we advocate that more attention be given be tho
industry to this subject".
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that the legislation and at facilitatingindustrial adjustments is not
expected to produce tangible results for the cotton industry. Narrow profit
margins in the Austrian cotton textile industry preclude benefits which otherwise
might have accrued from legislation providing for the establishment of investment
reserves; the structure of the industry, being family owned, does not lend
itselfto mergers or conversions which are the pre-conditions of tax advantages.
In the United States no firms or workers have qualified for assistance because
the eligibility criteria provided inthe Trade Expansion Act are too stringent;
the Administration is, however, considering the possibility of easing these
criteria..

(b) Specifce ajJustment measures

90. Some countries have taken specific measures to facilitate adjustments either
in the textile industry generally or in the cotto .industry in particular. The
absenc :ofspeciiifc legseaàtion in others may be due, at least in some cases to
the fact haât the industrail policy of these countries is not sectorally
oriented.

91. The FernchGdoeénrmenthbas setuap special renovation funds for the textile
industry fianceed by a aâra-fiscal textile tax. The revenue foam this tax is
dvVotdit o promoting research and structrual reformini the tx*tileinIdustry.
For the cotton sector, the Central Cmnmittee, with the aprzoal>f±thee
Governmentw vas set up in 1960 with vivnew to promote the necessary adjustments
with the objective of eliminating 1,200,000 spindles and 25,000 omnis within ten
years.1 It has assisted in the closing down of several firms by providing
comnsemation for obsoletm zachinery and assisting in the replacement of
unelpooyew vorkersF ?urth r.rehabilitation of the cotton sector is needed but
economic and social conditions have rendered this impossible.

92. In paman2 the "Textile Industry., Equipment and Other Temporary Measures Law"
came into forco ôn 1 October 196ai~dmed at mothballing surplus equmpMentnit the
spinning sector bj Joint action of the firms concerned. Under ihîs law, State
loans are provided mainlyota sma lnaxd medium-sized spinners to help in meeting
the necessary costs.hTne law thus aimed at reducing surplus capacity and
promoting sophisticated end products. In orderota supplement the effect of this
Act, the Government is implementing "the structural improvement policy" with a
view to encouraging modernization of plants and equipment in the spinning,
weaving and knitting industries and scrapping old machinery as well as
facitaoetingmoorith conversion of business.

Ëlndustrie Cotonnière Française, 44th Year, No. 6, June 1963, "Account of
three years' activities of the Central Committee of the Cotton Industry".

2No information received from Japan.
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93. The Government of the Netherlands with a view to alleviating difficulties
encountered by the cotton textile industry, decided to grant the. industry. a State
credit of f. 150 million to finance investment over the years 1968, 1969 and
1970. This financial assistance makes no provision for compensation for scrapping
obsolete equipment.

94. The measures taken by the Government of the United Kingdom to rationalize
the cotton textile industry were embodied in the Cotton Industry Act 1959. This
Act provided for. the payment by the Government of two thirds of the compensation
for scrapping obsolete machinery and up to one fourth of the cost for re-equipment.
The total amount paid by the Government was approximately £25 million. Payments
to compensate employees who lost their jobs as a result of the scrapping and
re-equipment processes were financed entirely by the industry.

95. In 1961 the United States Government allowed a faster write-off on textile
machinery and adopted a system of tax credits for money invested in production
machinery or buildings to house such machinery. The industry benefits from a
Government research programme aimed at improving the quality of cotton fibres and
developing cotton fabrics with improved durable press characters. The Government
also contributed $1.6 million over a five-year period to a co-operative research
programme with the textile and apparel industries. The most important measure
applying primarily to the cotton textile industry was the adoption by Congress in
1964.of legislation where-y domestic mills could obtain American cotton at the
same prices as those paid by foreign producers.

96. Apart from the above-mentioned specific measures which have been implemented;
other measures have been contemplated by some countries. Some of these measures
are at an advanced stage, as for example in the case of Italy and the
Federal Republic of Germany.

97. In Italy the Council of Ministers adopted, at the end of March 1969, subject
to Parliamentary approval, draft legislation providing facilities in favour of
the textile industry as a whole. This legislation provides financial assistance,

tax advantages and training aids with a. view to improving the competitive
position and the profitability of textile mills while avoiding increase in
production capacity.

98. In the Federal Republic of Germany,discussions on a programme aimed at
improving the structure of the cotton industry are being continued. A bill
providing for granting of tax privileges in case of a change in the legal form of
any enterprise has been submitted to Parliament. If this bill, which applies
however to industry generally, were passed, it would permit cotton textile firms
to change their legal form into that of registered corporations, thus.
facilitating their access to the capital market.
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99. The United Kingdom Government is actually studying the report presented by
the Textile Council on the present performanceand future prospects of the cotton
and allied textile industry and the recommendation made therein. Some decisions
have been taken to assist the industry. These are now being discussed with the
major suppliers or imported cotton textiles.

100. The Austrian Government is contemplating various additional general assistance
measures to remove barriershampering the adjustment of the economy to the changed
market situation. It is rather premature to judge whether and to what extent these
measures will facilitate structural adjustments in the cotton textile industry.

101.In some countries, no specific mesures have been taken by the governments to
facilitate adjustments in the cotton textile industry. In such cases,various
factors have been cited by them as militating against the introduction of such
measures as, for example, budgetary, fiscal or internal policy; or the reluctance
of the industry to contribute in the financing. -.

Il. .Ad.justment measures taRen bs the cotton textile industry
i12. The cotton textile 'iidustry in almost ail developed countries has taken
various steps to aJdlust itielf to changing market conditions aiz modern reqiire-
ment,tian-lnai caopetton, e development new Ïibre properties, better
produc.Uon- ;EWnd ces g techniques as well.as various othër factorar bàaVe incxaeed
the ad'jusitments which have been -made. While 4.djùStment. steps dii'i'er idë1y within
frms and from country to country; the industry's activities would appear to be
hinged, .s far as can be judged fromn the fragmentary information received., on. the
.iolloiwMg toad areas: alidinntion of excess dapacityÎ and modernization,*concentration, technical and. market research and the shiftto. newmore
'sophisticated end products.

*,03.. A great deal of effort has been directed in most of the developed countries
:18owad eliwinat excess capacity apd obsolete, equipment. This i8 evidenced by
-the marked.d;cli2ixi the number of' spindles-and bonos in place in thése coiintzies.
ThieS process hlia been ?ffeeted in soma countries through decisions by iîndiidtail
cotton w3Me.fi wile in other. countries, as for example in Belgiumand
Franc, âCrppg have been adopted, Jointly on an inustry-wde-basis.
In Balgium, the spinners have signed voluntary conventions timder which thie
installation of ew spindles was ta be effected, without compensation,
îzzmi4taniously' d.th the desfÏucti.on,of àn' equal Inubeî'raiof bsolete sîindles. In

. addition` cotpeniation grants to underta4zings contemplating the àScàation of
ac.tt are fîigièed by the spiders. As a result of these measures a large

1The Uhited Kingdom Governnent intoiïds to replace their àxtsting general
quota system at the end of 1971 and to introduce a tariff on cotton textiles from
Commonwealth countries as from 1 January 1972. The abolition of quota control
will not, however, apply to Eastern aropean countries and Mainland China.
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number of spinning mills have been closed down. The unsatisfactory economic,
financial and social situation, accentuated by increasing imports made it
difficult for the remaining spinners to finance these measures and these
therefore had to be abandoned in 1967. In France, a professional group was set
up in 1960 to rationalize the cotton textile industry.A fund financed by the
industry itself has enabled the group to scrap 900,000 spindles and 6,000 looms
during the period 1960 to 1965.

104. In a number of countries, this process of contraction has not come to an end
and they have to curtail further their productive capacity and eliminate
remainingobsolete equipment. In some countries, on the other hand, the optimum
size in the cotton textile productive capacity has been attained and there is
little room for further contraction.

105. The industry has been investing largo sum of money in new plant or the
modernization of existing equipment. Under the impetus of the increased capital
intensity in the cotton textile industry and so as to keep pace with
technological progress, the scale of investment by the industry has been
increasing in recent years. In the United States, for example, investment by the
cotton broadwoven fabric mills industry, from 1962 to 1966 averaged $151 million
annually as compared with $72 million annually during the preceding five-year
period. In some countries, however, the investments fell short of the industry's
requirement: in Finland adjustments have been hampered bydifficulties in raising
capital; in the United Kingdom investment within the industry has been taking
place but not at a rate sufficient to meet its requirements.

106. There have been numerous instances of concentration of production units
within the cotton industry of most developed countries. This has resulted in
there being many fewer units in operation, in almost all countries, than was the
case in 1960. This fall which has come about through the elimination of marginal
units and the accelerated pace of mergers was accompanied by a progressive
increase in the proportion of total manufacturing capacity accounted for by the
largest undertaking. In some countries this marred shift to a more concontrated
structure has been stimulated by and associated with the increasing use of man-
made fibres which has induced reorganization of the industry to process these as
well as the natural fibre. The industry now in certain countries is developing
into a multi-fibre and multi-process industry.

107. There is some evidence of increasing research and promotional activities
aimed at adjusting tho production to market requirements as well as the development
of new processes and end-uses. In the Netherlands, the cotton industry has set up
a foundation to carry out overall analyses of markets within the country and abroad,
and to work in co-operation with fashion organizations which are members of
international institutes. In the United States, spending on research and
development by the combined textile and apparel industries increased from
$15 million in 1957 to $30 million in 1961 and $42 million in 1966, mainly to
develop new products and to improve existing items.
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l08. Thé evolution of toxtile products which has been influenced by a
multiplicity of new fibres and fibre blends, new finishing processes and other
technical improvements has made it possible for the industry in some countries
to shift from products similar to those produced in the developing countries
to new and more sophisticated end products. For example, the Norwegian industry
adjustsits production programme away from those products where competition.from
developing countires is most severe and instead branded products and specialities
are developod. In Austria, the contraction of the cotton industry relates mainly
to firm producing fabrics of the kind produced in the developing countries. The
Canadian industry has taken stops to reduce its dependence on the manufacture of
cotton fabrics: several types of products have been retired from manufacture.
On the other hand progress is being made in fibre blending.
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INFORMATION SUPPLIED BY PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES
ON ADJUSTMENTMEASURES

This annex sets out the information supplied by participating countries both
developed and developing in response to "Part l" of the questionnaire. The
information is classified on the same basis as the questions listed in that
Part except in the case of replies to questions 5 and 6 which have been amalgamated
under one heading.

Thus the information is classified on a country-by-country basis under each
of the following headings:

I. Measures taken by the governments for facilitating adjustments

II. Measures contemplated by the governments for facilitating..
adjustments in the cotton textile industry

III. Field of application of the adjustment measures

IV. .Adjustment measures taken by the cotton textile industry

V. Reasons for absence or failure of' special adjustment measures:
remedial action

1The information from the Republic of Korea was received when this document
had reached an advanced stageof preparation. It ls reproduced as it was received
at the end of this annex.
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I. MEASURESTAKEN BY THE GOVRNMENTS FOR FACILITATING ADJUSTMENTS

In Australia, taxation laws provide for an investment allowance in the form
of a deduction from taxable income of a sum equal to 20 per cent of the cost of
new plant and equipment. This allowance, which is additional to.normal
depreciation allowance, applies. to all Australian manufacturing industries only
in the first year of use of new plant and equipment. The Australian cotton
textile industry supplies only about 20 per cent ofAustralia' s requirements.
Production is concentrated principally on the heavier types of fabric, and
household textiles. Further, Australia maintains no import restrictions that
are inconsistent with the GATT; even those which are imposed under Article XIX
and which are currently under review,. apply only to a small range of knitted goods.
In these circumstances, there is little scope for any adjustments in t.he industry,
and there are no. special measures to facilitate adjustment.

In Austria, the Government has not taken any measures to facilitate
adjustments in the domestic.cotton textiles industry. The measures taken so far
are applicable to Austrian industry generally. To facilitate investments and
structural adjustments, respectively, and to promote economic development, the
FederalActs listed below contain inter alia the following provisions:
accelerated depreciation allowances, creation of investment reserves, tax
advantages for non-distributed profits, corporation tax relief, conversion of
resources into share capital, improvement ofthe economic structure, promotion
of development and modernization investments, promotion of reseach.

(a) Federal Act concerning the taxation of the income of persons of
1 July 1967 (Income Tax Act 1967). Federal Gazette No. 268/1967.. This
Act provides for accelerated depreciation allowances and tax-free

- reserves.

(b) Federal Act concerning the corporation tax of 6 July 1966 (Corporation
Tax Act 1966). Federal Gazette No. 156/1966. The corporation tax is
reduced by 50 per cent of the amount due, if stock corporations which
are wholly subject to taxation distribute their profits statutorily.

(c) Federal Act concerining tax advantages in the context of the Conversion
of Resources into oShare Capital of 6 July 1966. Federal Gazette
No. 157/1966. The purchase of new shares (for increasing the nominal
capital ) by a. partner is not. subject to income or revenue taxation.

(d) Federal Act concerning the Promotion of the Financing of Development
and modernization Investments of23 January 1969. Federal Gazette
No. 56/1969. This Act creates an essential precondition for increased
private investment activities by the creation of a new credit instrument.
This instrument provides guarantees in co-operation with the Development
and Moderization Fund Limited Liability Companyfor investment credits
aimingat adjustments, conversions and relocations of industrial or
research enterprises. To provide finance facilities for large-scale
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industries in addition to the above-mentioned credit instrument, the
.. .Austrian Investment-Credit Joint Stock Company has been established.

Credits for conversions of production, for.reinvestments and for the
... mergers of enterprises enjoy priority.Y

(e) FederalALct concerning Tax Advantages to Improve the Economic Structure
of 2 -January 1969 (Structura nImproeament Act-1969. Federal Gazette
No. 69/1969. This Act contains temporar >tax relie .proi:sionsaimede
at facilitating the adjustment of the Austrian economy and the

: establishment of efficient enterprises and plants.

Yf) eFFderal Act conreznizg the Promotion of Scientific Researc <of
25 October 1967 (Research Promotion Act 1967).eFaderal Gazette
No. 377/1967. A .ustria a "Researh Promotion Fund for Trade and
Indust"yt has been established for the promotion of resear h:in the

. field of trade and industry. Besides, the Austrian budget provides
also a certain amount f r.technical research.

(g) Federal Act amending the Trust Law 1959, of 19 June 1968 (Fifth
. amendment of the Trus -Act) edFderal Gazette No. 241/1968. The

Trust Law as ameedéd provides inter alia for procedures to facilitate
the co-operation of enterprises.

(h) Federal Act concerning the Development of the Labour Market, of
12 December 1968 (Labour Market Development Act). Federal Gazette
No. 31/1969. The Labour Market DevolopmenA Lct, whic -.cemé into
force o1 l.January:1969, provides inter al a-for subsidies menod at
improving labour mobility.

In Cada,a, no measures heva been taken by deralL. or Provincial Governments
since 1960 which.have. been specifically designed to facilitate adjustments in the
cotton textile industry. The loLlowing measures are applicable to industry
generally.

ALeas of slow econocig zrths tj the Federal Government makes available cash
grants or credits against inme e tax liabilities to new or expanded manufacturing
or processing enterpriselocated Qd in designade&àreèeas of sl weconomic4c growth or
chronic unemployment. The Province of Quebac has established two schemes under
which grants and/or tax credits era available to new or estaibIshed industries
meeting certain criteria. The Province of Ontario has recentli ïnaurated éd a
programme of interest-feec loans with non-repayable clauses to faster industrial
expansion or upgrading in designated aaeLs of the province.
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All areas: The Federal Governmentoperates a General Adjustment Assistance
Programme (GAAP) providing insured loans to assist manufacturers to restructure
their operations to meet increased import competition or to take advantage of
export opportunities resulting from Kennedy Round tariff changes.

There are no provincial or Federal production and trade subsidies paid to
Canadian secondary manufacturers.

There have been no measures specifically related to the cotton industry for
diversifying employment opportunities. In areas where the existence of a cotton
mill coincides with the Federal "designated" area programmes there has been some
diversification because of the entry of new industry.

Training and retraining programmes in industry have been in effect since
1965. The implementation of these programmes was governed by Federal-Provincial
technical and vocational training assistance agreements until 1 April 1967, and
after that date has been governed by the Canada Adult Occupational Training Act.
The programmes assist manufacturers in the retraining and upgrading of their
employees with the Federal Government paying all direct costs and reimbursing a
certain part of the wages of the trainees. Technical assistance related to
training and curriculum development is usually provided by Provincial Departments
of Labour and/or Education. The Federal Government again reimburses Provincial
Governments for the cost of such support.

The Federal Government administers several programmes designed to assist
industry to maintain its productive and technological position:

(i) Programme for the .Advancement of Industrial Technology (PAIT)

This is a shared risk programme in which the Government loans
qualifying companies up to one-half the cost of a successful research
and development project. The Government waives the share it has
invested in any such project should it fail or be found not to be
commercially feasible.

(ii) Industrial Research and Development Incentives Programme (IRDIA)

In addition to normal deductions from income tax allowed by the
Government for specified research and development work, the IRDIA Programme
provides for additional allowances in the form of cash grants, up to
25 per cent of all capital expenditures for research and development plus
25 per cent of the increase in current expenditures for this purpose over
the preceding five years.

(iii) Industrial Research Assistance Programme (IRAP)
This-programme which is administered by the National Research Council

is aimed et promoting the establishment of new industrial research
activities and the expansion for existing ones by sharing through grants
the cost of qualifying projects.
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(iv) The National Research Council, the Ontario Research Foundation and
some universities are equipped to assist on an ad hoc basis certain
Canadian textile companies with certain research and development projects.
In addition the Federal Government administers a shared cost Defence
Industrial Research Programme (DIRP) for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening research capabilities of Canadian industry in the critical
areas of defence technology.

The Manpower Adjustment Programme is an integral part of a Government programme
for the development and utilization of manpower. Its purpose is to facilitate
joint labour and management research and planning to accommodate internal manpower
adjustment required by technological and other change. The Manpower Consultative
Service administers the programmes and its financial incentives to encourage the
establishment of joint private adjustment programmes, coordinates public adjustment
manpower programmes to supplement the private plans, and provides technical advice
concerning internal manpower and adjustment processes.

The Belaian Government has .not taken any special measures since 1960 to
facilitate adjustments in the cotton textiles industry.

Legislative measures relating to adjustments are applicable to the industry
generally and are likely to benefit the textile industry.

It should be pointed out that Belgian industrial policy has hardly ever
been sectorially slanted. Most measures taken were intended to pursue general
objectives (expansion of the economy and employment) and the methods used were
limited to economic incentives without any direct intervention in business
management.

Since 1953, a number of laws have been passed to foster productive industrial
investments. Since 1959, moreover. legislation has been aimed at producing a
better geographical distribution of such investments, in order to meet the problems
of certain regions which are either less favoured or undergoing industrial
reconversion.

Thus there is no specific assistance in favour of the cotton sector or the
textile industry as a whole.

.Among assistance measures for the reconversion of' individual undertakings,
industrial sectors or the economy as a whole, mention should first be made of the
laws on aid to investments; those of 17 and 18 July 1959 (assistance for the
establishment of new industries, aid to regions undergoing economic and social
difficulties) and the temporary law of 14 July 1966 for the benefit of certain
regions in difficulties. Theyprovide for the following types of aid:
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- reduced interest rates,

- State guarantees for certain credits,

- capital subsidies,

- ten years' exemption from anticipatory levy on immovable property,

- interest-free advances for the perfecting of prototypes,

expropriation of land for industrial plants,

All these forms of aid may be granted on productive industrial investment,
in particular on reconversion investments, for example to firms wishing to drop
certain production lines in order to manufacture articles with greater or better
quality finish or products for which demand is rapidly expanding. The reason for
reconversion may be a shrinking market, a labour shortage, or increased inter-
national-competition, due among other things, to growing import volumes from
developing countries.

All sectors of the textile industry can, on request, be granted subject to
certain conditions, State aid in the form. of subsidies for the payment of interest
on credits obtained from private financing institutions or in the form of
guarantees for credits obtained, but only within the general framework of the
legislation for the development of industry as a whole as mentioned. above.

Mention should also be made of fiscal incentives. to speed up depreciation
schedules, especially in the research field or where mergers are.envisaged, since
these often imply reconversion.

These accelerated depreciation allowances or tax advantages can also be
obtained on request, subject to certain conditions, by all sectors of the textile
industry. There-are ro production and trade subsidies paid to Belgian manufacturers.

The National Investment Corporation, created under the Law of 2 April 1962,.
is authorized to take up for the State shares in the capital of new or expanding
industrial undertakings. Reconversion needs may be taken into account in the
Corporationts decisions. Hence, it.is not regarded as an institution set-up to
aid specific industries.

The National Employment Board offers aid.for vocational training and
rehabilitation (Royal Decrees of. 20 and 24 March 1961).. Training assistance is
available for staff recruited.with a view to industrial reconversion, and
rehabilitation aid comprises contributions.to the remuneration of workers .affected
by the reconversion of their place of employment. In certain cases, the Board
grants removal allowances, travel allowances and re-installation allowances.
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Aid to new undertakings is also granted by the public authorities (State,
provincial communal, intercommunal organizations) which make available industrial
sites. either belonging to or expropriated by them. General measures to aid
individual regions, such as infra-structure projects, collective equipment,
creation of industrial zones, are also worthwhile mentioning, because reconversion
at the regional level is inrtimately connected with reconversion at the sector
level. Indeed, regional dèvelopment difficulties stem from the fact that the
regions are all too often dependent on economic sectors that are in difficulty
(agriculture, coal-mining, -txtile s, rolling stock, etc.) and in order to boost
the economy in these regions, the public authorities are obliged to promote their
economic reconversion. In this way, the measures mentioned above can. be used by
the State to promote such reconversion.

There is no government research institution for the textile industry. A
private body - "The Scientific and Technical Centre for the Textile Industry"
(Centembol) - may -occasionilly receive subsidies from, the State.

The French cotton industry, set up in regions where therewere employment
problems, has benefited from a number of general provisions for adjustments such
as equipment credits, local tax reliefs and training aids. Of these adjustment
measures, the industry has been particularly interested in those which involve
adjustment premium designed to facilitate the reconversion of cotton undertakings,
especially in regions where they employed high percentage of local manpower.

With regard to the structure of the textile industry, the French Government
has taken one specific supplementary measure: in 1967 it set up special
renovation fund for the textile industry, financed by a para-fiscal textile tax.
The Government has alsorecognized the professional association of the cotton
industry whichwas created in 1960. to settle the problem, deriving from reductions
in means of production in the industry.

In the Federal Republic of Germany no special governmental subsidies have
been granted to the cotton industry up to the present time. It is true that
since 1958 the firm's in this branch of industry could avail .themselves - just as
any other undertakings - of specific credit facilities within the framework .of
the Programme for Reorganizational Purposes (E.R.P.) in order to adjust-themselves
to international competition, and in connexion with specific mensures for regional
promotion in Federeal aroas of development, and in areas adjoining the zonal
border. In addition, some Laender have made available loans at lower interest
rates and loan guarantees for rationalization projects; these credit facilities,
however, were not limited to cotton textile firms.

No tax privileges have so far been granted to the cotton industry. The basic
income tax regulations concerning depreciation do not provide for any special
arrangements benefiting the cotton industry. There Have been no governmental
subsidies to aid exports and production of the cotton industry.

During the period 1960-1968, the textile industry of the Federal Republic of
Germany has not kept pace with the industry as a whole. In 1968 the net production
index (1962=100) of the industry as a whole rose to 131, whereas the corresponding
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index, of the textile industry went up ta 119.5 points only. Tha :.egree
ta which-the individual sectors of the textile industry contributed to that
dovolopment varied eonsiderably; the cotton industry failed to match even the
average groitl rate of tha textile industry. The cotton industry suffered much
mora than ths textile industry i'rom the cyclicl decline as a whole during.the
recession (mid-1966 until Ühe third quarter 'of 1967). However, in 1968 this
decline was more than offset and the production index of the overall textile
industry rose by 17.3 par cônt. The cotton industry's share in this increase
;aurnted only ta barely, 10 per cent. In. the 3-4 cylinder cotton miils9 the
proportiozi of mn-madep..fibre yærn.s including blended yarns with loss than 50. per
centof cotton contentt incre-,asod ta 32 par cent in 1968, whereas it hæd only been
26 par cent in 1967 and 25 par cent in 1966.

It caz generally be said that the cotton industry, despite its intensified
efforts of rationalization and despite an increase of, the processing of mo-
made Libres, succeeded only to a limited extent ta offset the disadv;antages
ariaing from structural weaknesses, change in consumer's preference.for other
fibres and rising imported.

z.i.n view:of the difficulties described above, the Federal Goveriment has
started consultations with the industry concerned about. structural programmes
supported by the Goyernment. These consultations have not yet been terminated.

.In IL the Council o:Z 14inisters approved, at the end of March last, .a
-draft legislation which has not yst been eaimitted for parliamentary approval,
proving. facilities -in favour of the textile. industry as a whole, not..exclusively
the cotton textile industry, although this particular sector has greater need of
adjustments than the others. The purpose of the draft legislation is to improve
the competitive position and the profitability of textile mill. while, at the
scme time, avoiding any incre-se in production capacity, which already produces
a surplus.. -

The advantages expectedd of the legislation, once the Ministry of Industry
:nd Commerce ha.s app;reved the. plan drawn up -by the undertakings concerned, are
briefly tho fallowino:

- mediîu-terxa credits at low rates of interest .re granted for re
.nd adjustments in the textile industry;

- in areas where the textile industry represents the main activrityé, tax and
financial incentives arc granted for mills changing over from textiles
and turning to other activities and for non-textile.urndertakings setting
up in the areas in question;

- programmes for-the training andrre-tr -ining. of workers laid off k.the
textile industries.
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In the Netherlands the textile industry has had for several years now,
difficulties to contend with. Apart from structural changes within the
sector itself, competition has been partly responsible for these difficulties.
Until 1967 the cotton industry had been engaged in a very thorough-going
rationalization scheme without any financial aid whatsoever from the Government.
In that year, the difficulties in the cotton industry reached such proportions
that the Government decided to grant the industry a State credit of
f. 150 million to finance investment over the years 1968,. 1969.. and. 1970..

The credits granted to the cotton industry have been:designed to enable it
to carry through an investment programme aimed at improving its competitive
prospects. The main purpose of the. credits is to finance investments in depth.
Following an analysis of the viability of an undertaking applying for a credit,
this may be granted by the National Investment Bank of the .Netherlands; a banking
institution in which the Netherlands Government has a major interest. The interest
payable.. by .the undertaking receiving the credit is no lower than the normal bank
interest. The State guarantees the credits vis-à-vis the bank..

This method of financing makes no provisions for compensation for scrapping
obsolete equipment; and though -the credits are granted by a bank in which the
State has an interest, it cannot be said that this bank is an organization
specially set up to assess and grant State-guaranteed credits, as this is a part
of the functions of the bank in question.

The tax legislation does not grant special advantages to the textile industry
and there are no. production or trade subsidies.

The regional industrial policy laid down by the Government does not include
any special measures for setting up textile mills in areas where the textile
industry plays little or no part in industry as a whole.

Training for the textile: industry is .carried out as a rule in textile schools,
elementary or advanced, subsidized by the State. Apart from this, retraining is
carried out by institutes (including.the Netherlands Textile Institute) which may
or may not work in collaboration with scientific research institutions in the
technical, commercial and economic fields. The larger textile mills at times
provide training and retraining courses which they organize themselves.

The main institution for scientific research in the Netherlands is the
Netherlands Organization for Applied.Scientific Research (T.N.O), a non-profit
making body. As far as the textile industry is concerned, the "Fibre Institutes"

.is the main branch of this organization. The T.N..O. is subsidized by the State;
it also receives voluntary contributions from industry, and fees for the consultant
services it carries out.

The Finnish Governmentahis not. taken any measures so far to facilitate
adjustments in the cotton textile industry.
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In the years 1960 to 1968, the Government of Norway has not taken measures
specifically designed to facilitate adjustments in the cotton textile industry.
The national assistance schemes apply generally to both industry and labour facing
readjustment difficulties. There are two national facilities for providing
assistance to industry:

1. Assistance to structural readjustments in the home industries

The fiscal budget provides for direct assistance to joint measures covering
an entire branch or groups of firms in co-operation to ease the adjustment of
the home industries to new market formations.

2... Industrial Development Fund

The.purpose of this Fund is to provide guarantees, acting-for the State,
for loans granted by the Bank of Industry and other credit institutions to finance
industrial projects.

In order to secure the equilibrium and facilitate adjustment on the labour
market, the State Labour Agency applies a number of economic measures to further
the. mobility of manpower. Assistance may be granted to workers who are without-
suitable employment (or expected to be so in near future) and who take work found
for them through the services of the labour agencies at a place where it is
considered that there is need for the manpower. Various forms of such economic
assistance are available, among which is a scheme for extraordinary vocational
training for adults, which is planned to increase the supply of better qualified
manpower so that adjustments within industry involving the transfer of labour
from one branch to another can be facilitated.

In Sweden there are no specific legislative or governmental regulations
related to structural adjustment assistance. The adjustment that has taken place
has been spontaneous. It has, however, been facilitated by general official
policies such as an active labour market policy. In this. connexion reference can
be made to the decision of the OECD Council in May 1964, to recommend that
member States re-examine their manpower policies with a view to increasing their
ability to solve employment problems created by technical and .economic developments.

A short account of the aims and objectives of the Swedish policy in this
field is given in document COT /105.

The textile industry is providing a large proportion of total employment in
certain areas. Especially during the last four years the closing down of textile
firmns and mills has created severe problems in such areas. This has necessitated
special measures, mainly the use of investment reserve funds and governmental
location sport, in order to diversify employment opportunities in these areas.

In 1968 a national investment bank was established to facilitate especially
such investment projects that are aimed at rationalization, structural adjustments
and development.
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Between 1912 and 1958 annual production of cotton fabrics in the United
Kingdom fell by almost 75 per cent, largely because of the decline in exports
and the fact that imports had increased considerably. Towards the end of
1958, the.United Kingdom Government decided to introduce measures to rationalize
the domestie industry.. The measures taken were embodied in the Cotton Industry
Act 1959, and under the schemes for dealing with excess capacity, the United.
Kingdom Government agreed to pay two-thirds of the compensation for scrapping
obsolete equipment (the remaining third to be paid by firms which remained in
the industry). The Government also paid grants of up to 25 per cent of the cost
of re-equipment with new or modernized machinery. In all the Governnment's
contribution, between 1959 and 1966 (when the provisions of the Act expired),
was approximately £25 million-. An innovation of the Act was the requirement that
provision be made for the compensation of employees who lost their jobs as a
result of scrapping or, indeed, as a result of re-equipment. These payments.
were -financed entirely by levies on firms in the relevant section of the
industry..

Under the Industrial Training Act 1964, the Governnent was given .the.
power to set up Industrial Training Boards with the following aims:

(i) to ensure an adequate supply. of properly-trained men and women at
all levels in. industry; from. top management to factory floor;

(ii) to secure an improvement in the quality and efficiency of industrial
training; and

(iii) to share the cost of .training more evenly betrween fims.

Trani-ng, in the sense employed in the Act, includes re-training for new jobs
or occupations.

Toe Cotten and Allied Textiles I.T.B. (one of the six textil' I.TB.S s
the'others are for wool, jute, an flax; carpets; knitting and lace;

nan-iade fibres production; and the Northern Ireland Textile I.T. B.) .- was
setup in 1966 and includes in its scope some 8,000 establishments employing
about 250,000 workers. A levy is imposed on all employers and from the funds
thus raised, grants are made available to those firms whose training measures
are approved by the Board. The Textile Council's Productivity Centre also
runs a wide range of training.courses.

.Research, and other measures for increasing productivity, are the
pro ince eof thé Cotton,.Silk and Man-made Fibre Research association (still
known-as the Shirley Institute). The Association was set up in 1961 by the
merger of the British Rayon Research Association and the British Cotton
Industry Research Association. The Shirley Institute is not, of course, the
only research;association for the textile industry, but it is one of the big
thrae, the.other two being the Hosiery and Allied Textile Research association
and the Wool Industry Research Association.
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In 1961, the United States Government adopted a programme of assistance
to the domestic textile and apparel industries. The programme's objective
was to strengthen the domestic textile industry (which had been depressed for
a decade) by restoring confidence in the industry and by encouraging firms to
improve the efficiency of their operations. This programme, plus other more
general measures to encourage economic growth and improve manpower utilization,
have helped the cotton textile industry in its efforts to adjust to changing
conditions..

The Small Business Administration and the Economic Development
Administration are Government Agencies established to provide financial
assistance to eligible firms that are unable to obtain funds from regular
financial institutions. The Small Business Administration limits its assistance
to small firms (a manufacturing firm is generally not eligible for a loan if it
employs more than 250), that cannot obtain funds from a regular financial
institution at a reasonable rate. Assistance May be in the for of a direct
loan or of a guarantee that a loan made by a commercial leading agency will be
repaid.

The Economic Development Administration (EDA) was established to assist
in promoting economic health in areas with high unemployment and low family
incomes. The Agency's loans to business firms are restricted to companies that
plan to build new plants or enlarge existing ones in EDA-designated areàs, but
who are unable to secure needed financing from commercial lending agencies.

Interest rates charged by the Small Business Administration and the
Economic Development Administration vary according to circumstances btt are
usually somewhat lower than rates charged by commercial lending agencies.

In 1961, the schedules used in calculating depreciation on textile machinery
for income tax purposes were revised. Before this revision, depreciation on
textile finishing equipment was based on a useful life of fifteen to twenty years
and on other types of textile machinery on a useful life of fifteen to forty years.
These were reduced to twelve years on finishing equipment and fifteen years on
other types of textile machinery.

In addition to allowing a faster write-off on textile machinery, the
Government adopted a system of tax credits that allows a firm, a credit of up to
7 per cent of its Federal income tax for money invested in production machinery
or buildings to house such machinery. This credit was suspended temporarily in
October 1966, but was reinstated as of 10 March 1967. On 21 April 1969 the
President recommended the repeal of the investment tax credit. There are no
production and trade subsidies.

There are no Government programmes designed specifically to diversify
employment opportmities in areas in which cotton textile mills provide a large
proportion of total employment. However, some mills that are located in areas
in which the Economic Developinent Administration is working to increase economic
growth are affected by EDA's programmes to increase industrial activity in these
areas.
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The Government's manpower programme is designed to train people who lack the
skills needed to find employment and to retrain workers whose present skills are
not matched by employment opportunities, The Government supplies funds both for
the training programmes and as subsistence allowances for the trainees. Although
the primary goal of this programme is to assist workers to attain the skills
needed.to obtain employment, the programme has proved beneficial to industry by
upgrading the skills of the work force. The apparel industry is largely excluded
from the benefits of this programme since manpower funds are not available for
training sewing machine operators.

The cotton textile industry has benefited from some Government research
programmes. One is the Department of Agriculture's plant breeding programme to
improve the quality of cotton fibres. The Department, also conducts reséarch to
identify and promote improved cotton ginningpractices. In addition, the
Department ofAgriculture is conducting research aimed at developing cotton
fabrics with improved durable press characteristics.

The United States Government contributed $1.6 million over a five-year period
to a cooperative research programme with the textile and apparel industries.
This programme had the dual goal of identifying areas in which research was most
needed and of encouraging textile and apparel firms to increase their own
research and development efforts. The Government is not contributing any
financial assistance to this project at the present time.

The United States Governnent restructured its raw cotton price support
programme so that domestically grown cotton could be purchased by American users
at the same price at which it was offered for sale abroad.

For several years prior to 1964, United States Government programmes to
support the price of domestically grown cotton resulted in domestic producers
having ta pay substantially higher prices for raw cotton than those paid by
foreign, pirchasers. In April 1964, Congress adapted legilsation whereby domestic
mills could obtain United States cotton at the same prices as those paid by
foreign purchasers. The price equalization policy that began with the two-year
programme enacted in 1964 has been extended by subsequent legislation in 1965
and again in 1968.

In Turkey, there are no special credits for adjustments in the cotton textile
industry. Credits can bc obtained from private banks or from the Investment Bank.

Beginning on 28 December 1961, the Turkish authorities have taken the
following measures in respect of percentage depreciation figures:ginningand
pressing equipment - 6 par cent; spinniig meachinery - 8 per cent; weaving
machinery - 8 per cent; other machinery -10 per cent; equipment for
mercerizing, dyeing, washing, finishing, printing -10 per cent; labelling and
packing - 5 per cent; machinery involving chemicals - 20 per cent;' machinary
not involving-chemicals - 10 per cent.
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Under the Five Year Plan and the 1968 and 1969 Programme, and with the
approval of the State Planning Authority, industrialists can make use of
industrial development funds earmarked for the modernization of industries.
A 5 1/4 per cent rediscount credit is granted to industrialistes in the sectors
of industry included in the Plan and the annual Programme. Accelerated
depreciation allowances are granted at the request of industrialists and subject
to technical control.

Generally speaking, there is no system of production or trade subsidies.
There is, however, a system of refund of taxes. on exports of manufactured
articles. Investments made in accordance with the Plan are encouraged by the
application of a reduction of the customs tariffs, in respect of imported,
deferred payments of customs duties on investment products and tax: reliefs. In
areas where the manpower ratio is very high exceptions are made. Furthermore
an 80 per cent reduction of taxes is applied in twenty-three less-developed
departments to encourage investment.

Retraining courses are organized in the factories. Industrialists have
the advantage of the technical research done by the National Productivity
Centre. In addition, the universities undertake scientific research and there
are also private technical research organizations.

in pursuance of Pakistan's Industrial Policy formulated after independence
giving priority for industries based on indigenous raw material, the cotton
textile and jute industry assumed the first and major importance. As it was,
after World War II, the supply position of industrial machinery from foreign
countries like Japan Germany and the United Kingdom, was not satisfactory.
All that was available was based on the technological pattern developed up to
the thirties. Notwithstanding this handicap, as much as 1,900,000 spindles
and 30,000 looms were imported and put into operation by the year 1960.

By the year 1960 great technical development had ushered in textile
technology and latest machines incorporating the new development were made
available. By this time the Pakistani textile industry had entered into the
export market which requi-red quality and low production costs. This was not
possible on the machines of old design. Naturally, recourse had to be taken
to install latest machines and also modernize the old ones.

The Government had been alive to this situation and fully approved the
requirements of the cotton textile incdustry. It was with this end in view that
while preparing investment schedule for new industries, the Government reserved
certain percentage of the investment both in foreign and local currency to
be used for balancing, modernization and replacement of the textile industry.
There is no scheme to allow compensation for scrapping of the obsolete equipment.

Against these provisions both foreign exchange and local currency loans
are. advanced by the Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan and the Pakistan
Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation specially set up for the purpose.
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Apart from this, the National Investment Trust and Investment Corporation of
Pakistan also established under Gcvernment legislation, helps finance the
local currency requirement by way of under-writing and investment in shares of
joint stock companies. Simultaneously, with this financing scheme renovation
and modernization is also permitted against bonus voucher. There is no provision
for concessional interest rate. Loans of course are provided on a long-term
basis by various financing institutions.;

There is no accelerated depreciation allowance or any tax advantage except
that tax holiday for two to six years is admissible in the case of new industries
which are either based on indigenous raw materials or are export oriented,
depending upon the areas where these are set up.

There is no scheme for giving a production subsidy. A bonus allowed against
export is utilized mainly for meeting import requirements of the industry in
respect of sizing material, dyes, chemicals and spares.

No special measures for diversifying employment opportunities have been
adopted.

There are institutions such as the Pakistan Industrial Technical Assistance
Centre, polytechnics and the techinical colleges and schools which impart training
to the supervisory and managerial staff. Tho labour force is, however, trained
by the industry with their millesduring the course oftheir employment. There
also exist institutions which carry out research activities for increasing
productivity. Some of them are, (1) Pakistan Council of Scientific Industrial
Research; (2) Central Testing Iaboratories; (3) The Pakistan Industrial
Technical Assistance Contre; and (4) the Pakistan Central Cotton Committee.

In the Repubic of China: there are no schemes for scrapping obsolete
equipment. However, there are provisions that the cotton textile industry must
be equipped with new and up.-to-date machinery. It is planned to train
5,000 workers and retrain 1,5000 workers per year for the coming five years.
Working conditions of cotton textile mills are being improved and wages increased,
There are no proCuction and trade subsidies nor any institution to provide
finance facilities to the cotton textile industry,

Hong Kong has applied no restrictions or regulations it relation to the
cotton textiles industry,. other than normal labour safety end welfare regulations
and those export controls necessitated by Hong Kong's obligations under agree-
ments with certain importing countries under the Arrangement Regarding International
Trade in Cotton Textiles

In India the expansion of the spindleage and loomage capacityin the cotton
textile industry is regulated by tho Government and all proposals for installation
of additional capacities require prior approval. In giving its approval, the
Governemt is guided mainly by the estimated demand for cotton textiles in the
country. In recent years, the expansion of the capacity has taken place almost
entirely in the spinning sector.
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Tbe industry is being encouraged by the Government to adopt measures for
rehabilitation and modernization in the following ways:

(a) for arriving at the net taxable income, the industry has been made
eligible, from the financial year .1969-1970, for claiming investment
allowance to the extent of 35 per cent of value of the new machinery,
as against normal allowance of 20 per cent. This allowance would
however be reduced to 25 per cent from 1 April 1970.

(b) The Industrial Development Bank of India., has evolved a scheme for
giving deferred payment facilities for the purpose of supply of
indigenous textile machinery to the textile industry on deferred
payment term.

The Governent has recently established the National Industrial Corporation
to take over and run mills which are likely ta close down due to losses or
other reasons and which could be made economically viable. The stress here is
on avoiding unemployment by closure of units i.n the textile industry, which is a
highly labour intensive industry in India.

II. MEASURES CONTEMPLATED BY THE GOVERNMENTS FOR FACILITING ADJUSTMENTS IN
THE COTTON TEXTILE INDUSTRY

The Astralian Goverriment is not contemplating introduction of any measures
to facilitate adjustment in the Australian cotton textile industry.

In the framework of the policy of the Lustrian Government to promote the
growth of the national economy and to improve the economic structure, various
additional measures are contemplated to remove barriers which hamper the
adjustment of the Austrian economyto the changed market situation. For instance,
the draft of the new Trade Act provides on the one hand for certain facilities
concerning subsidiary rights (e.g. carrying out preliminary or finishing
performances, production of machines, tools etc.), and on the other hand for the
removal of legal barriers hampering the traditional co-operation between firms,
in order to facilitate adjustments especially of medium-size enterprises. In
the framework of the measures taken to facilitate investments, the establishment
of holding company is contemplated. This company is to acquire holdings of
promising enterprises with an unfavorable structure of the capital, in order
to improved their credit standing. After the reorganization of such enterprises
the holdings are to be disposed of. However, it is not as yet known when such
a holding company will be established. The carrying-out of larger investments
is also rendered difficult by the fact that the individual credit banks are
unable to furnish the required credit by themselves. In such cases it would be
useful to have several credit banks jointly finance such projects. At the time
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being, various capital transfer taxes and fees are charged on the contracts
relating to such joint credits. It is contemplate to eliminate these fiscal
barriers together with an amendment of the relevant provisions of the civil law.

after the elimination. of the taxes hampering mergers of enterprises by
theAct concerning the improve ent of the economic structure, it will be studied
whether the re-implementation of the Conversion Act which expired in1964 should
be taken into consideration, in order to eliminate existing trade and legàl
barriers for mergers.
's....i.....e.t .g.t.o.s

In the framework ofYthe Èeasures taken to proaota research, investigations
are made toeascertain whether and to wh.t extent additional dapreciation-
allewances for assets orher than real estate baing usad for purposes of 'esearch
and. technical development, are to be tcken into consideration, thereby limiting
the obligation to enter such assets on the'assat ide. --

Furthermore, in cooperation with and as supplement of the Development and
Mqdernization Fund, respectively, conplement=oy measures are contemplated in
cooperation wionalhe provincial governments 1n order to create additich 1
incentives for large scale investÀents in threatened industrial areas.

It w ll not be.possible to judgc whether ond to what extent.the measures
mnntJonAd abo'e.wiLl facilitate structural adjustments ii the Lustrian industry
generally, aunnd the Iustrian cottàn textile itdustry, respectively, til the
respactive resolutions hav. bGen passed and the precise wording is made available-

In Canada no proLrammes specific to the cotton sector are planned at the
present tue.

he; olimîan Governmsnt is not contemplatingï at tho present tue, the
introduction of m ees for facilitating adjustments in the cotton textile
industry.

'heaFrench Governrznt does not, at present, contemplate eny new measures
for £acilitating adjustment in the cotton textil industry.

In tha medera Republic of G.rmany discussion on a progrcmne running for
limited period to impeove tho structureof the German cottontndustry ar

continuadl. mn the meantime abli has been submitted toP'rianent through
which taxgprfvilieges arc tombe granted in case of any chane o? ths legal for:
of an. enterprise. This.bil, which has not beela dr-fted only for the special
benefit of - if ittwlee ra cotton 4nduris, wuld permit . i is vro pssed
many,.iras. o?.the cotton industry to change their legal form into that of a
regfacelitad coreio ation - which, in turn, would Eciitrte thcr. accesss to the
capital Market.
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In Italy the draft legislation mentioned above has to be approved by
Parliament.

In the Netherlands apart from the above-mentioned credit facilities
available to the cotton textile industry, the Governmenthas taken no measures
to reform the structure of the cotton industry.

The Goverrments of Finland. Sweden and Norway are not contemplating the
introduction of any measures to facilitate adjustment in the cotton textile
industry.

The United Kingdom Goverment has recently received a report, commissioned
by the Textile Council, on the present performance and future prospects of the
United Kingdom Cotton and Allied Textile Industry. The report, and the
recommendation made therein, have now bean studied and some decisions have been
taken to assist the industry. These are now being discussed with the major
supplier:s of imported cotton textiles.

The United Statas has always regarded the Arrangement Regarding International
Trade in Cotton Textiles as a measure which would provide the industry with
time in which to effect through its. own efforts the requisite adjustments.

In Pakistan. adequate provision has been provided for balancing and
modernization of the textile industry under Industrial Investment Schedule
announced by the Government from time to time.

The Republic of China does not contemplate, at the present time, the
introduction of any measures for facilitating adjustments in the cotton textile
industry.

The Turkish Government is contemplating the introduction of certain measures
aimed at facilitating adjustments in the industry generally. There are no
special measures for the cotton textile industry.

In India,ït' is expected that the programme for the cotton textile industry
in the Fourth Five-year Plan would be mainly directed towards modernization of
the industry.

III. FIELD OF APPLICATIONOFTHE ADJUSTMENT MEASURES¹

In Astralia investment end depreciation alowances apply to all manu-
facturing industries. There are no special measures designed to facilitate
adjustments in the cotton textile industry.

have the extent to which the measures are specifically applicable to the
cotton textiles industry or are of more general scope.
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In Lustria, the measurecss taken so far, or contEiâplated to be tcken, are
applicable tc:Lustrian ilidustry generally.

The measures which have be&n taken by the Federal or Prcavincial Gaver=ents
of Canada for facilitating adjustxrients are applicable to industry.. generlallyA

In Belgium apart from the coal industry, there are no measures specifically
designed to facilitate adjustments in .any particular industrial sector. The
general legislations for economic development ca- be applied to afl industries
on request =d subject to certain conditions.

In France, in addition to the general provisions for adjustments which
are applicable to al îindustries, specific mGasures have been dcsj3igned to
facilitate adjustments in thL textile industry in general and in the cotton
industry in particular.

In the Federal Reput'ic of GarmnY, the menasres for reorganization, or
regional promotion apply to industry generally.

Mhe Itolian d-a.'t legislation wblich lias to be approved by the parliament
provides facilities in i'avour of thE textile industry as a whole.

Thc ma-asures taken by the Goviriment of the Netherlands apply only to the
cotton industry, Howevar, if ary other branch of the industry were tG find
itsulf in structural difficulties similar to those faced by the cotton industry
at the prose-nt moment, the Govornrne-t would undoubtedly look into the matter.

Iii Fn2and no racasures have becn taken or contelaplate:5 to facilitate
adjustments ini the. cotton textile- industry.

In Nrwo.y the national assistzirce schçraes for both industry and. labotLr
facing readjustment, difficultis apply t;) industry generz-ily.

In S5soden general official policies suclh as an active labour mrarket policy
apply to cal industries. In areas whfaorc the- textile industry is providing a
larger proportion of total population, speciaU zoasures, iaainly the use of
investment reserve Duz1s and govorrt;ionta2. location support, hava bnc1 applied
to diversify emnployiinet opportunities.

In the Unitod Kindaom, the Cotto:i Industry ..ct oef 1959 was applicable cnly
to tho cotton and allicJd textile industry.

The only adjuistment measure efofactecd by the Unîted States Gavcr=nent ttat
applies priniarily to thie cotton textile industry i; the3 or.e-price c-:tton
policy. i.ll other Govornn.ent measures apply to industry generally.
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In Pakistan the measures taken by the Gavernment are applicable to. all
the industries in general.

I-n the Reublic- oa China the measures taken so far apply only to the cotton
textile .industry.

The adjustment measures taken so far by the Government of Turkey are
aDplicable -to .industry generally.

IV. ADUSTMT EAZSURES T.AK BY THE COTTON TEXTILE INDUeTRI.

The Australian Goverinent is -unaware of any adjustment measure taken y the
Australian cotton industry.

The Austrian cotton textile industry itself has always made and is still
making efforts especially to remove obsolete equipment. For the largest part this
removal has been effected by the shutting down.of enterprises . In.. this way the
number of enterprises of the cotton textile industry has been reduced from
123 in 1960 ao eighty-seven in 1968 or by 29 per cent. In the same period the
number of spindles declined from 592,462 to 443,980 or by 25 per cent, the number
of looms from 11,926 to 7,102 or by 41 per cent, and the number of employees
from 23,919 to 16,864 or by 29 per cent. This reduction is also evidenced by
the production index relating tc, the Austrian cotton textile industry. Taking all
processed textile fibres into account the production index declined irom 105.1 in
1960 to 89.4 in 1968 (1956 = 100). This contraction of the Austrian cotton
textile industry, which has not yet come to an end, relates mainly to enterprises
producing grey fabrics and simple fabrics of the kind produced in the developing
countries.

In Cda, the measures taken by the cotton textile industry are individual
company decisions to phase out eight plants, and retire from manufacture of
several types of products.

,uIn Bçium the spinning sector of the cotton textile industry has taken
certain adjustment measures. Between 1935 and 1967. (with en interruption during
the war years), Belgian spinners representing more or less 90 per cent of the
industry voluntarily signed a convention under which the installation `of neyr
spindles was to be effected simultaneously with the destruction (duly controlled
by the spinners) of an equal number of obsolete spindles, without compensation.
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The p'arpose of tLhe convention was twofold: (a) to reduce the average ago
of Belgien equipment; (b) to prevent obsolete equipment fron being brought back
cheaply and put into operation again at the risk of disrupting the narket a.nd
thlus hampering the r-odernization of the healthy part of the industry. Thus it
is a volimtary measure designed te encourage the scrapping of obsolete equipment.
It has bo*n distinctly effective, making it possible te scrap a large nunÂber of
obsolete machinery.

mother convention, financed exclusively by spinning ziills on a voluntary
basis involved a guarantee to undertakings contemplating tho cessation cf tho
spinning activity of a rainimnu return on. their equipment. The spindles wc.ild be
destroyed, under control, or turnerl over to other spinners, on condition. that
the latter would destroy the machinery they possessed.

The anoxnt of the guarantee was fixed in the course of confidential èiscussio.ns
between the interested 1indertaking anid n iidependont person designated by the
spinners. This r].cthod Tride it possible for an -andertaking which could rnot raioe
up its nind to foresee the outcor.e df thn-pzioposed liauidation and. henco te niake
its decision on the basis of the facts. The secret Iature cf the conversations
protected the undert.cing inr question against the danger of having its standing
jeopardized in the event cf the conversations not being successful.

No general measures have been taken in thc waving sector of tho 3elgia-
cotton industry as a resuIt Of any init-intive on thle par't cf the nees.

i. france, the cotton textiles in'ustrv, with the consent of the Govcrnren:t,
has for nearly ten ycars been concernec7 with structural adjustments. In. 1960 it
set up a professional, Sroup whosc osseti] purpose was to take action for the
setticent of probloris raised by the inevita.ble --ILctio>f its roans cf
production. Financed by .- fuid sct up by tho profossiona.l bodies thensolves,
this group .h.s tak1cn action foor the closi? g down of production units and the
siporvision cf liquidation cf the eqpr.et. Tho group -as particularly effective
ur te the 1965 crisis; during that short pricc'C -t arrzugeJ for the closing Cown
Oe thirty weaving zLills roprescntinr, 6,000 loor.s anDc fifty siri.=ing -rills
rEpresenting 900,000 spinc'Jes.

The cotton industry itsolf of the Federal LRep)ublic of G bas rade groa-i;
efEorts to adjust itself to tho changod market situation through rationalization
,ieLsuros and operational reorgannizations, ancVor shut-doivms of nills. Tho ':rop
of the total number of both cotton textile nills from 664 to 454 between, 1960 an.?
196 and its labour force fror 167,000 workers to 110,000 workers as well as its
advance in productivity cari be regarded as rossive evidenceof tho cottor
industryts efforts.

In Italy sonc -andertakings have cnbarked on reorganization scehees on their
cwn initiatives in relation te tho nect-s of the donestic :tarket0
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In the Nether1ands the cotton industry has set up.. a foundation for pr:noting
exports of to+ton fabrics. The foundation carries out overall analyses of
markets within the couiitriy and abraad.- It also works with fashion organizations
which are :r ~rs of international institutes, so that when designs etc. are
selected it can follow the trends of fashion closely and thus preserve and ;aîntain
its co2wetitive position.

The Finnish cotton textile industry has tried to adapt itself to the changing
market situation by rationelization and'odernization. The adjustment-bas
however been hampered by 'the difficulty to raise capital for this purpose in
sufficient.quantity and at acceptable interest rates. The stringency of the
Finnish capital mnarket.during these years has thus nade it impossible to-carr,
the adjustment plans of the-industry into effect to such an extent &s would have
been necessary.

.As regards the Norwegian textile inclustry, far-reaching adjustnénts
rationalization and reduction in capacity have taken place both prior to and
during the period covered by the Cotton Textiles Arrangement. The cotton textile
industry is now covering only about one third of the home market cons tion and
there is very little roon for further contraction without serious repercussions
on the national'econoDy as a whole. In spite of this the industry continues
systematically to adjust its, production programées away front those products where
competition fron developing ^ountries is Most severe. Instead, design products,
branded.products and specialities are developed. The number of factories in the
clothing industry largely small sized, has been reduced by about 20 per cent..

hs a result of Sweden'as liberal trade policy, Swedish cotton textile industry
bas in general had to meet a hard conpetitian iron abroad and not least fron the
less-developed countriess* As a result oa this corapetition and the changing
situation.-on world markets there have been adjustments, mergers, fusions and
close-downs within the Swedish industry. This development can be regarded as a
ccttinuaus process of structural or- sectoral rationalization. The number of fiins
or combines in the Swedish cotton textile industry is now seven and the number of
MUls is ten. During thé period 1960-68 three new mills were built while six
finms and nills were closed down.,

lin the United Kinze n there las been A certain amount of rationalization
within the industry which haa resulted in there being nany fewer units in
operation.than was the case in 1960. Investment within the industry iii modern
equipnentlhas also.been taking place - apart fron that facilitated by the Cotton
Industry Act 1959 - but, and this is one of the findings of the Textile Cotxncil s
report; not at a sufficient rate.

While the adjustment stops taken by individual cotton textile firms in the
United States vary widely, adjustment activities are concentrated in three broad
areasT (lE :increased investment in new plant and equipment, (2) increased
research and development activities; and, (3) a trend to fewer but larger firms.
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The increasing emphasis that the cotton texbtile industry has placed on
modernizing its production'facilities is shown by thé data on investment in new
plant and equipment by the cotton fDrad-woven Labric 'milas industry. From 1962
to 1966 (the latest year -for which thosG figures are a-vailable) investment Dy
this industry averaooed $151 million anniaal.y., During the preceding five-year
period, investint raged $72 million annually.

Research and development data are not available for the cotton sector of the
textile industry. However, spending on research and development by thc combined
textile and apparel industries increased from e15. million in 1957 to $30 million
in 1961 and $42 million in 1966, the latest yoar £or which these figures are
available. Tho basic objective of these expenditures is tc develop nc3w products
and to improve existing items.

The available data indicate that concentration in the cotton weaving mills
industry is increasing and that tho number oa firms is declining. In 1958, there
were 325 fîrms in this industry. The four largest accounted for 25 per cent of
the industry's total valuD oi shipments and the twenty largest for 59 per cent.
By 1963, only 229 fLims were classified in the cotton weaving mills industry.
However, the four largest firma accountEd for 30 per cent af the industry's
total value of ship ents and thd twerity largest for 67 per c.ent. In 1966, thG
four largest firms continued to account for 30 imer cent of the industry's tctal
value of shipments.

The cotton taxtile industr'r in Pakistan helps irL the establishment and
r-unning of so-aL of tha technical institutions in the country through financial
contribution.

In Turley, apart from Govorninmot Mcasuras, thorc arQ no adjustment mesurcs
taken b'y the industry itself. However industrialists concerned with cotton
textiles re interestcd in formiing unions among themselves in the export field.

Tho cotton textile industry in the oRf.ubliccf China has not takzn any
adjustment measures.

Ir India efforts for rehabilitation and modernization of the c2xisting
equipment are being continuously mrde by tho individual lnits, either by pl-c>=ung
back thoir own resources, or by raising loans on commercial basis.

V RMISONS FOR AeBNCE OR FiLILURE OF SPECLLL ADJUSTIENT LSU1OES: RPM)ILL
ACTION11

In Australia there is little scpe for any adjustments in the cott-r textile
industry since it supplies only about 20 par cent of Australia's requireonmt.
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In Austria special measures facilitating structural adjustments, in the
domestic cotton textile industry could not be taken by the Government for various
reasons, mainly for budgetary reasons and for reasons of the internal policy.
Even in the future it will be hardly possible to take adjustment assistance
measures oily for an individual industrial segment (e.g. the textile industry)
or for only a branch of this segmment (e.g. the cotton textile industry) without
causing Uimilar demands of other industrial seçgxents at the same timao.
Nevertheless, the contraction which has occurred in the Austrian cotton textile,
industry might very' well lead to improving sales opportunities ina the.. ustria:a
market l'or cotton textiles from developing countries. In this way the Austrian
cotton' textile industry has contributed substantially to a solution oa the
world-wide problem of production capacities in tho cotton textile field.

As regards the possible effects of the-measures mentioned in Part I 'on the
Austriain cotton textile industry, it should be noted tliat the measures mentioned
under I(a). i.e. the implementation af the provisions of theIncome Tax kct 197
facilitating the establishment 'of reserves; for investments, have only been in
force since 1 January 1968. Moreover, the provisions requiring profits could
hardly be used in favour of the Austrian cotton textile industry. Owing to the
increasing production costs, which. frequently are not covered by selling prices
as a result oai low-priced imports on a large scale, the Austrian cotton textile
industry can hardly expect profits in the coming years. In general, the twx
advantages.mentioned under I(b) and I(c) will produce only limited effects for
the Austrian economy as a whole if compared with the extent of investnonts
required to achieve the necessary degree of adjustment to the structural changes
of the maret. For 1969 the shortflal -ii t;ax.revenue as a result of the above-
mentioned provisions in Part I is estimated at about S 700 million, as against
about S 1.5 billion required for investments in the cotton textile industry. As
to the possible efects 'of the Acta mentioned under 1(d), (e) end (h), it is
to bs noted that textile 'irans are owmed by. fsamilies striving to maintain their
individual character and independence to the largest possible extent. This
typical structure iof the Austrian cotton textile industry hampers mergers and
conversions as preconditions for tax advantages according to the Federal Lect
concerns the improvement-oa the- economic structure. Thus mergers are not to
-be expected in the coming years.

Cotton textile firas have not as yet applied 'flo subsidies according to the
-Reselch Promotion Act mentioned under i(i). Ft2rtharmare, at the time being
enterprises of the Austrian cotton textile industry are not expected to submit
applications concerning the.registration of cartel agreements, serving only the
purpose oa ratiîàalizatioxn (IEg)).- - Suchf meatu'es arc-ot considered asÙ.bef'ul
li this branch so long as they are not supplnmentEd by the joint regulation of
sej.ig.
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As to the measures contemplated to adjust the Austrian economy to the
changed market situation, it will not be possible tc judge whether and to what
extent these measures will facilitate structural adjustments in the .Lustric.n
industry generally, and the Lustrian cotton textile industry, respectively, until
the respective resolutions have been passed and the precise wording is mado
available.

In Canada the forces of international competition and the changes in the
demands of the market havoc been quite adequate to induce the adjustments which
have been made. No generalized and systematic xaeasures hmre been taken, for
cotton tc;xtiles.

In Bolgium the adjustments undertaken by the cotton s.iing industry
itself had to be abandoned in 1967 uwing tc thc closing dowrz of a large number
of cotton spinning raills between 1962 and 1967, and the burden which ths-
financing of these measures placed Dn the raining spinning m?ills. The reason
for the large number of spirming m 'llawhich closed down was tha vary
unsatisfactory economic, financial and social situation throughout the pcriad
and particularly during the years 1966 and 1967. This unsatisfactory _conamic
situation was aggravated by the growing competition of imports from. country s
practising a systenatic policy of abnormally low prices. Poor business
conditions and abnornial competition had the affect of wiping out the margin of.
profit almost conrpletely, so that the remaining undsrtakings were unable ta
support the 'financial burden of the measures taken. At aul events, by.the end
of 1967 the combination of the measures taken by the industry itself and th,
economic and competitive circumstances referred to above had already brought
about the reorganization of most of this sector of the cotton industry.

The adjustments made on the initiative of the spinning industry and
fin=ncial1y supported by it can be regarded as on the whole successful. Whereas
there were forty-seven firms and sixty-twc mills in 1960, by 1968 there were
twenty-nine inras and forty-five mills, equipped with modcrn.machinery and
operating on a sound teclaical and economic basis.

Since most of tho cotton weaving undertakings, apart from integrated
undertnkings, are in a less strong position than spinning miu1s, and since rn .ny
ai thcse undertakings are relatively small in size, the waving industry has not
been fincially in a position t& undertake adjustments si-milar to those, unlder-
taken by the spinning industry. However, note should be taken of the roal
reorganization carried out by tho sctor durinE tha period 1960-1968, when the
number oa firms iell from 204, with 241 mills, nt, the bcginninlg of the. period,
to 159 firns with 175 mills by the end cf 1967. This was affected by acon.o-iDcs
and competition and alsa by the lugisiation for thil ccnomnic dcv;ol'opni.t se
industry gcnarally, which made it- jassiblc to reorganize certain firns or
reconvert thom for other purposes.
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The Government has. taen no specific measures in favour of the cotton industry,
or for the textile industry generally. The legislation for the economic -develop-
ment of industry as a whole had led to satisfactory adjustments, i.e.. rationali-
zation or modernization in firms within the cotton textile industry.requestiiig
this and taking advantage of it.

In France,, although real results have been brought about by their action,
the Government and industry would have liked Lo speed up the rehabilitation of
the sector still further but economic. and social conditions have mace this
impossible.

In the Federal Republic of-Germanv the envisaged projects for structural
readjustment through the reduction of production capacities could not be
implemented, above ail, because the cotton industry itself was not in a position
to guarantee that they.wouldcontribute ta the financing of the proposed measures.
as demanded by the Federal Government. In addition, there were two obstacles...
opposing this project: the absence of tax privileges to be granted to nder-
takings closing down there mills as well as the Governent's refusal to comply
with industryls request to offer greater protection in the field of foreig:r trade.
If the bill which has been, submittedd to parliament through which tax privileges
are to be granted in case of any change of the legal form of an. enterprise were
passed, it would facilitate access of textile firms to the capital market.

in I a number of parliamentary bils concerning the reorganization of
the cotton textile industry have been emomined at Vtrious intervals, but no
appreciable conceènus has been reached on any of them.

The measures taken both by the Government of the Netherlands and by the
textile industry itself appear to have Ielped to bring about a certain st4bili-
zation off the situation in the cotton textile industry.

In Finland scarcity of available capital has -m2inly hampered.nmeasures for
facilitating adjustments in the cotton textile industry.

The Norwepeian cotton textile industry is now covering only about one third of
the home market consumption and there is very little room for. further contraction.

In Sxrien9 mergers, fusions and close-downs which have taken place in the
textile industry can be regarded as a continuous process of structural or
sectoral rationalization.

In the United States. aside fronm measures already referred to in tho previous
sections, the Government in line with its general policy that basic adjustments in
the cotton textile industry should be carried out by the industry itself, has not
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contemplated the institution oa further adjustment measures other thaz> that
provided in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. Under this hct., the Govaerinen
adopted a programme of financial assistance ta bath companies and workers
injured by imports -engendtred- b;r tariff concessions. . This assistance is
applicable tc all industries and workers. No firirs or workers havve aualifiiid
for assistance under thc stringent criteria set forth in thc lzw and thc
administration is considering the prscsent criteria to determine whether changes
should be proposed ta Congress.

In Pakistan the necessary measures have been taken. No'instance of failure
of any measure has come to notice.

Turküy began to export cotton textiles as early as 1960. Thé systan of tax
refunds applied over the last iew years is not sufficient to maae Turkish
products competitive iii the eport sphere, Industriàlists are therefore trying
to reach agreeent among themselves to cope with losses arising from exports.

1' system is at present being contemplated for improving the quality Cf export
products while at the s=nie time bearing în mind equalîtycicf prices by respctn
the provisions of international agreenints andi avoiding disruption of the markets.
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REPUBLIC OF KOREA

General information on the development of the cotton textiles industry

1. As will be seen from the figures, substantial increase in production capacity
has taken place, mostly in the spinning sector-which increased its spindles
from 469,648 in 1960 to 759,512 in 1968. Production and exports of cotton
textiles bave accordingly increased during the period and both in spinning and
weaving production facilities have partly been modernized by discarding a part
of obsolete equipment in the large-scale enterprises. All this result has been
due to the strenuous efforts made by the industry itself, backed by the
Government, in response to the rising domestic and export requirements for
cotton textiles since 1960.

2. In Korea, the need to increase exports of cotton textiles is particularly
felt in view of the industry's entire dependence on foreign sources for its raw
materials and foreign exchange necessary for imports of raw cotton has to be
earned through exports of cotton textiles. Furthermore, due to the shortage of
foreign exchange needed for new facility investment, modernization and expansion
of the existing plants to a rationally large scale hinge on the industry's export
performance and future export prospects.

3. There is no surplus capacity to be mentioned at the present stage in view of
the current situation of supply and demand of cotton textiles. Nearly a full
utilization has been made of the presently installed facilities. As a matter of
fact, it is felt necessary to further modernize and re-equip the existing
machinery and to enlarge those small and medium-sized enterprises to larger
seles so as to enhance their low productivity through rationalization of
operations. Despite some progress made in modernization and growth in capacity,
much of the installed facilities remain obsolete and worn out resulting in
considerably low efficiency in production and inferier international
competitiveness.

4. In the process of industrializing the cotton textiles industry in a
relatively short range since 1960, the Government has occasionally rendered some
assistance, mainly in the form of foreign exchange loans, to the industry for
its modernization and supplement of capacity. Owing to the limited foreign
exchange resources and scarcity of self-capital of the industry available, however,
the Government has enforced, particularly since 1963 "Criteria for approval of
importation of textiles facilities" whereby excessive installation of new
equipment has been avoided and priority has been accorded to the facilities which
are designed for producing goods for exports rather than for the domestic market.
In general, new investment has been required to be made within the extent
necessary for rationalization of mills and export promotion.
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5. In Korea, the cotton textiles industry has an important rôle in the national
economy and its development programme. The share of cotton textiles industry in
the total production in the manufacturing industries was some 6.5 per cent in 1966
in value terms and its conribution in the total employment in the manufacturing
was around 7 per cent in 1968. Also nearly one hall of cotton fabrics produced
in the seventeen large-scale mills was exported in 1968.

6. There has been a r.;id increase in the demand for man-made fibres since 1960,
as reflected in the increase in the import of man-made fibres from 16,112 tons
in 1960 to 57,945 tons in 1968. In the face of such a heavy reliance on imports
for man-made fibres demand, a total of thirteen man-made fibres mills have
newly been established to produce 1,484 tons of man-made fibres in 1964 and
23,140 tons in 1968. However, the domestic man-made fibres mills still remain
under-developed because of relatively small, insufficient size of each production
unit and lack of raw materials from domestic industrial sources. Under such
circumstances, even though there is an increasing competition from man-made
fibres, consumption of raw cotton is predicted to maintain its upward trend for
some time in the foreseeable future in view of the growing population, steadily
rising standard of living as well as the needs to increase export of cotton
textiles.


